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Abstract. The elementary properties of one-dimensional (1D) excitons in GaAs quantum wires
(QWRs) in the strong-confinement regime have been reviewed in order to investigate the novel
physics inherent to 1D systems. We first overview the energy levels realized in various QWRs
such as T-shaped, V-groove, vicinal-substrate, and post-growth-etching QWRs. Then we study
lateral confinement energy, exciton binding energy, the Bloch part and the envelope part of the
wave functions, oscillator strength, lifetime, laser action, and other properties such as many-
body effects and relaxation processes. A set of experimental data are given as examples, mostly
taken from the recent work on T-shaped QWRs by the author and co-workers, and there is some
discussion of these data.

1. Introduction

Thanks to recent advances in the fabrication technology for producing nanometre-sized
semiconductor quantum structures [1, 2], a substantial number of experiments have already
been performed on the optical properties of quantum wires (QWRs). The purpose of this
article is to review those experiments and to discuss the novel physics of electron–hole
pairs, or excitons, formed in one-dimensional (1D) systems. A series of experimental data
are presented as examples, mostly taken from the recent work by Sakaki, Someya, Akiyama
(SSA), and their co-workers, and there is some discussion of these data.

Although various types of QWR have already been realized using III–V, II–VI,
and SixGe1−x semiconductor heterostructures, and also using porous Si, polymers, and
colloids, we restrict this study to GaAs-related QWRs formed by means of such epitaxial
growth techniques as molecular-beam epitaxy (MBE) and metallo-organic chemical vapour
deposition (MOCVD), for the following reasons.

Among the various heterostructures and low-dimensional structures, GaAs-related
heterostructures are unique in that their electronic states and optical properties can be
described in the effective-mass approximation almost purely quantum mechanically, free
from the complexity of the materials, with the constituent materials represented by a few
band parameters. In addition, no interface states are formed at hetero-interfaces in the well-
established epitaxial growth mode. The lattice is rigid, so the lattice distortion due to the
optical transition from the valence band to the conduction band is negligible. In fact, the
physics of 2D excitons in GaAs QWs—such as the room temperature excitonic absorption,
the quantum-confined Stark effect, and resonant tunnelling—are well understood quantum
mechanically [3]. We aim to discuss the novel physics of 1D excitons along these lines.

As regards the size of the QWRs, we limit our discussion to small QWRs with cross-
sectional sizes at least below the Bohr diameter of 3D excitons in bulk, which is about 20 nm
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for GaAs. Such confinement is called strong confinement, or individual confinement, and in
this type of confinement the quantization energy of individual electrons and holes dominates
over the energy of the Coulomb interaction between them. Excitons are formed from 1D
electrons and 1D holes confined individually; these are called 1D excitons in the rigorous
sense. In the case where the cross-sectional size of the wire structure is larger than the Bohr
diameter of 3D excitons, only the centre-of-mass motion of the 3D excitons is quantized.
Such confinement is called centre-of-mass confinement, or weak confinement.

To realize strong confinement in GaAs, the QWR size should be around 10 nm or
less. This is a requirement that is hard to meet, since atomic order fluctuation of the
interface causes a substantial broadening in that region. The broadening must be smaller
than the energy of interest for the 1D excitons, while the confinement energy must be
significantly larger than it. In the approximation of an infinitely high barrier, the broadening
is proportional to the inverse of the cube of the size—that is, to the 3/2 power of the
quantization energy. Not only is the smallness of the size important, but so also is the
smallness of the size fluctuation. Atomic order uniformity in QWRs is necessary for our
purpose. Because of this requirement, the samples of QWR useful for the study of the
physics of 1D excitons are very limited.

For QWs, thickness is the only structural parameter, except the band parameters of the
constituent materials. For QWRs, however, the structure is defined by the 2D cross-sectional
shape. The cross-sectional shape of the resultant QWRs varies according to the fabrication
method, which leads to varied confinement geometry. In fact, our main concern is to
understand how the properties of 1D excitons in QWRs vary accordingly to the confinement.

We start this review by investigating the energy levels realized in QWRs in relation
to the various confinement geometries in section 2. Although the detailed discussion of
the resultant energy levels includes the interesting physics of lateral confinement energy
and exciton binding energy inherent to 1D systems, we examine these points separately in
sections 3 and 4. Next, we investigate the Bloch parts of the wave functions in QWRs in
section 5 and the envelope parts of the wave functions in QWRs in section 6; these are
studied via optical anisotropy and magneto-photoluminescence measurements, respectively.
Then, in sections 7–9, we deal with the optical transition properties of 1D excitons, namely
the oscillator strength, the exciton lifetime, and the laser action. In section 10, we discuss the
remaining properties, such as many-body effects, and relaxation processes of 1D excitons,
and some particular properties and measurements of interest. The final section is devoted
to some notes added to conclude this review.

2. Characterization of energy levels

The characterization of the energy levels is firstly important in the understanding of the
confinement geometry in the respective QWRs. For this purpose, photoluminescence (PL)
spectroscopy is useful, since it is easy to carry out and has high sensitivity. To characterize
higher energy levels, PL excitation (PLE) spectrum measurements are used. Advanced
subjects like the exciton binding energy, based on the characterization of the energy levels,
are discussed separately in sections 3 and 4.

Since the current fabrication of QWRs is mostly based on a modified hetero-epitaxial
thin-film growth technique, QWRs are formed using the edges, corners, or intersections of
2D QW layers. Therefore, the confinement in the QWRs is achieved in two steps, where
the first strong confinement into the QW layers (perpendicular confinement) is achieved by
means of the potential barriers of the heterostructures, and the second weaker confinement
into the QWRs within the layers (lateral confinement) is realized as a result of the difference
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of the quantization energy from that of the stronger confinement.
The main aim of the energy level characterization is to evaluate the lateral confinement

and the stability of the 1D excitons achieved, on the basis of quantized energy levels in
QWRs. An additional aim is the evaluation of the broadening and Stokes shift, which
represent the uniformity of the structures and the effect of localization. The confinement
geometry and uniformity depend very much on which method is used to fabricate the QWR;
the methods are briefly described at the beginning of each subsection below. For the details
of the fabrication methods and their structural characteristics, readers should consult other
articles [1, 2]. Efforts to improve the fabrication methods are important for extending the
studies of the 1D physics of QWRs; some of them will be emphasized in this review.

Figure 1. The T-shaped QWR is formed at the T intersection of the first QW (QW1 or the
stem-QW, with thicknessa) and the second QW (QW2 or the arm-QW, with thicknessb). The
contours of constant probability (|ψ |2 = 0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, and 0.9) for electrons confined at
the QWR states are calculated for GaAs/Al0.3Ga0.7As T-QWRs with (a)a = b = 5 nm and
(b) a = 5 nm,b = 10 nm. (Reproduced from reference [17].)

2.1. T-shaped and related quantum wires

The concept of the T-shaped QWR (T-QWR) structure was originally proposed by Chang,
Chang, and Esaki [4] in 1985. As schematically shown in figure 1, the 1D electronic state
is formed at the T intersection of two parent QWs, namely the first QW (QW1) forming
the ‘stem’ part of the letter ‘T’ and the second QW (QW2) forming the ‘arm’ part of it. In
1990, the cleaved-edge-overgrowth (CEO) method, with MBE, was developed by Pfeiffer
and co-workers at Bell Laboratories, which enabled us to combine two thin-film growth
processes in two different directions to define QWRs [5–7], as schematically shown in
figure 2. In fact, they fabricated the T-QWR structure by the CEO method, showed PL [8]
in 1992, and demonstrated laser action by means of optical pumping [9] in 1993 and by
means of current injection [10] in 1994. The physics of 1D excitons has been intensively
studied in the T-QWR structure. Although its history is short, the T-QWR structure has
up to now proved one of the most useful QWR structures for 1D exciton study, and it is
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Figure 2. (a) The principle of the cleaved-edge-overgrowth (CEO) method developed originally
by Pfeiffer et al. The MQW is grown firstly by the conventional MBE growth method. After
thinning and mounting the wafer with the MQW vertically on the special substrate holder,in situ
cleavage of the wafer is carried out. Then heterostructures are overgrown on the (110) cleaved
surface. (b) A schematic illustration of the substrate holder for the CEO method. Two pieces
of 90 µm-thick wafer with MQWs are mounted vertically on the substrate holder. The pieces
are cleaved one after another by a wabble stick, and then overgrown within a few seconds of
the cleavage. (Reproduced from reference [7].)

the structure that we most frequently discuss in this review [7–24].
In general, the study of QWRs requires the characterization of cross-sectional structures

(size and shape). For this purpose, a transmission electron microscope (TEM), a scanning
electron microscope (SEM), a scanning tunnelling microscope (STM), or an atomic force
microscope (AFM) is usually needed. However, concerning T-QWRs made by the CEO
method with high controllability, the size and shape are given by the energy levels of
the parent QWs, namely QW1 and QW2. With the adoption of elaborate design of the
whole sample structure, the energy levels were precisely determined simply by means of
conventional microscopic PL measurements.

Figure 3 shows the schematic structure of a 5 nm-scale GaAs/AlAs T-QWR sample and
its spatially resolved PL spectra, from a paper by SSA [14].

The sample was fabricated [7] in the following way. In the first growth, SSA prepared
a multi-QW structure, which consists ofn = 50 periods of GaAs QWs (QW1, thickness
a = 5.3 nm) separated by AlAs barriers (thicknessc = 50 nm) in between. After the
cleavage, they overgrew on the (110) cleaved surface a GaAs QW layer (QW2, thickness
b = 4.8 nm), an 8 nm-thick AlAs barrier layer, a reference QW layer for QW2 (QW2-u,
thicknessb = 4.8 nm), a 20 nm-thick AlAs barrier layer, and then a 30 nm-thick GaAs
cap layer. The overgrowth was carried out at the substrate temperature of 500◦C at the
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Figure 3. (A) The structure of a T-shaped quantum wire sample together with the geometry of
the experiment. The arrows (a), (b), and (c) indicate the direction of the incident light when the
photoluminescence spectra (a), (b), and (c) in (B) were measured, respectively. (B) PL spectra
were measured at 4 K for three different excitation geometries. The excitation was by a He–Ne
laser beam with diameter of 2µm. Curves (a) and (b) were obtained when the excitation beam
was moved along the (110) overgrown layer from the region of wire arrays to the substrate.
Spectrum (c) was measured when the excitation laser beam was incident on the (110) surface
of a multi-quantum-well (QW1) wafer without overgrowth. (Reproduced from reference [14].)

growth rate of 0.3 µm h−1 for GaAs and the V/III flux ratio of 30. As shown in figure 3,
QWRs were formed at the intersection of the multi-QW layer (QW1) and the overgrown
QW (QW2).

In general, to realize strong lateral confinement in T-QWRs, the thicknessa of QW1
and the thicknessb of QW2 must be sufficiently small (<10 nm), and they must be set
close to each other. To prevent the quantum coupling of QWRs, the interwire intervalc,
or the barrier thickness of QW1, must be sufficiently thick and typically larger than 30 nm.
Otherwise, the continuum states corresponding to QW2 and QWR states tend to merge or
mix, which modifies the quantized energy of the QW2 and QWR states.

The QW2-u layer that has the same thickness as QW2 was introduced to facilitate the
measurement of the QW2 energy level. Although the PL lines from QWR and QW1 are
usually observed for T-QWR structures formed by the CEO method, the PL from QW2 is
difficult to measure since most carriers diffuse from the region of QW2 to that of the QWR.
This problem can be avoided in QW2-u since there is no carrier diffusion from QW2-u to the
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QWR region. Because QW2-u was grown after the growth of QW2, the thicknesses of the
two GaAs layers were identical within an accuracy of one-monolayer(1 ML = 0.283 nm)
fluctuation. Hence QW2-u should have the same energy as QW2, so we can determine the
energy level of QW2.

Figure 4. PL (a) and PLE (b) spectra measured at 4 K for the 5 nm-scale GaAs/AlAs T-QWR
sample. The polarization of the light for detection in PL and excitation in PLE was parallel (‖,
solid curves) or perpendicular (⊥, broken curves) to the QWRs. The excitation laser energy was
1.72 eV in the PL measurements. The detection energy in the PLE measurements was 1.625 eV,
which is in the low-energy tail of the QWR. The magnified PLE spectra were measured with
ten-times-higher excitation intensity. (Reproduced from reference [19].)

The PL spectra were measured at 4 K using a He–Ne laser. The PL spectra are obtained
from the (110) surface in the backward-scattering geometry. Two PL peaks were clearly
observed in curve (a), and were assigned as indicated in figure 3. The higher-energy
peak was attributed to QW1, and the lower-energy peak was identified as originating from
the QWR.

This identification was made by performing a spatially resolved PL measurement. Curve
(a) of figure 3 was obtained when the excitation laser beam (with the diameter of 2µm)
was incident primarily onto the region containing QWRs. Curve (b) was obtained when the
excitation laser beam was moved along the overgrown plane towards the substrate. Curve
(c) was obtained when the beam was incident on the (110) surface of the multi-QW wafer
(QW1) without overgrowth. It is now clear that the PL peak in curve (b) originates from
QW2-u whereas the PL peak in curve (c) arises from QW1. The PL peak that has the
lowest energy appears only in curve (a), which indicates that this PL peak arises from
QWRs. One should note that the intensity of the QWR PL is stronger than that of the
QW2-u PL although the volume of the QWRs is quite small. This is due to the efficient
diffusion of carriers from the regions of QW1 and QW2 into the QWR region, which has
a lower energy.

The energies of the PL peaks arising from QW1, QW2, and the QWR are all directly
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shown in the spectra. The important quantity here isE∗1D−2D defined as the energy difference
between the 1D exciton in the QWRs and the lowest 2D exciton in either QW1 or QW2.
We callE∗1D−2D the effective lateral confinement energy of excitons in QWRs. We denote
the energy difference between individual electrons (holes) in the QWRs and those in the
parent QWs asE1D−2D, the lateral confinement energy of electrons (holes).

Since QW2 is a little thinner than QW1, the PL from QW2 has a slightly higher energy
than that from QW1. Hence,E∗1D−2D for the T-QWR is equal to the energy spacing between
the QWR peak and the QW1 peak, and is found to be 35 meV for our sample. Note that the
value ofE∗1D−2D is 35 meV, which is above the thermal energykBT = 26 meV at 300 K.
This result indicates that most electrons and holes can be accommodated in the ground states
of T-QWRs even at room temperature. Further systematic study ofE∗1D−2D is described in
the next section.

Figure 4 shows the PL and PL excitation (PLE) spectra of a 5 nm-scale GaAs/AlAs
T-QWR sample measured with a Ti:sapphire laser [19]. The solid and dashed curves show
the data for the polarization parallel and perpendicular to the QWRs, respectively. The
polarization dependence is discussed later in a separate section. Note that in the PLE
spectra the small 1D exciton peak for the QWRs is the only peak on the lower-energy side
of the 2D exciton peak for QW1. This manifests the theoretically known fact that such
T-QWRs, made of only two kinds of material, for the barrier and the well, are single-mode
QWRs which have only one 1D electron subband in the structures.

The Stokes shift is an important quantity to evaluate from the PL and PLE measurements.
The values of the PL linewidth and the Stokes shift are 15 meV and 5 meV for QWRs,
respectively, and 10 meV and 7 meV for QW1. These demonstrate the high quality of the
sample, and the free-excitonic nature of the origins of the respective PL peaks.

There have been other interesting directions taken in efforts to realize large values of
E∗1D−2D. Pfeiffer and co-workers [13] proposed and studied double-stem T-QWRs, which
are5-geometry QWRs, using a stem consisting of two QWs separated by a thin but opaque
barrier. They have shown that the valueE1D−2D = 28 meV achieved for electrons in 3 nm-
scale T-QWR structures with 500 meV barrier energies can be increased by 5.5 meV by
the double-stem technique. In this case, the QWR is not a single-mode QWR.

The next type of modification is asymmetric T-QWRs formed with QW1 and QW2
composed of different materials, such as AlxGa1−xAs for QW1 and GaAs for QW2. In
fact, this was the original T-QWR structure proposed by Chang, Chang, and Esaki [4], and
it was first experimentally studied by Goñi and co-workers [8]. By combining a rather
thick AlxGa1−xAs QW1 and a thinner GaAs QW2, Hasen and co-workers [25] achieved
E∗1D−2D = 40 meV. Gislason, Langbein, and Hvam [26, 27] studied T-QWRs each consisting
of a 12 nm-thick Al0.14Ga0.86As/Al0.3Ga0.7As QW1 and a 3 nm-thick GaAs/Al0.3Ga0.7As
QW2 to demonstrate thatE∗1D−2D = 54 meV can be obtained.

Another type of QWR fabricated by a similar CEO method, but based on a different
confinement mechanism, are the strain-induced QWRs studied by Gershoni and co-
workers [28–30].

They first grew 150 periods of strained-layer superlattice (SL) of 7.1 nm-thick
In0.063Ga0.937As and 24 nm-thick GaAs. On the cleaved edge of the strained-layer SL,
they grew 8 nm-thick and 3.4 nm-thick GaAs/Al0.3Ga0.7As QWs. The QWs were separated
from the cleaved edge and from each other by 20 nm-thick Al0.3Ga0.7As barrier layers. Since
the lattice constant of In0.063Ga0.937As is larger than that of GaAs, the region overgrown on
In0.063Ga0.937As by the CEO method should have expanding strain resulting in decreased
band-gap energy compared with that of the region overgrown on GaAs. They reported
E∗1D−2D = 20 meV for the lowest exciton transition.
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2.2. V-groove and related quantum wires

Kapon and co-workers [31, 32] developed and reported in 1987 a novel selective-growth
method using MBE on non-planar substrates to achieve lateral confinement by QW thickness
variation. In 1989, they realized crescent-shaped QWRs by a MOCVD selective-growth
method on V grooves defined by conventional photolithography and wet chemical etching,
and demonstrated laser action by current injection [33]. Since then, this type of QWR
(V-groove QWRs) have been studied and developed all over the world. Although the
lateral size of the active region in the first QWR laser structure was as large as several
tens of nanometres, continuous effort has reduced it to around 10 nm. With holographic
photolithography to define V grooves, high-density arrays of such QWRs are available.
The V-groove QWR structure is now one of the most familiar QWR structures, with a large
number of publications devoted to them. They are discussed selectively from the viewpoint
of 1D physics in this review [33–52].

Gustafsson and co-workers recently reported [41] improved V-groove QWR structures
grown by low-pressure MOCVD on a (100) GaAs substrate patterned with a grating of V
grooves made along [011̄] by wet chemical etching. The growth on the V groove exhibits a
self-limiting growth profile, so the curvaturesρsl of the bottom interfaces are controlled by
the atom migration length inherent to the material and the growth conditions. In fact, the
curvatures of AlxGa1−xAs surfaces and GaAs surfaces were reproduced in the vertical stack
of three repeated crescents. Because of the segregation of the group III species, Ga-rich
vertical QW (VQW) structures were formed in the AlxGa1−xAs alloy in the V groove. The
layer thickness in the bottom crescents is far larger than that of the neighbouring QWs, so
crescent QWRs are formed.

Gustafsson and co-workers measured cathodoluminescence (CL) spectra [41] at various
excitation densities of a single-GaAs-QWR crescent structure similarly fabricated to have
8 nm thickness at the crescent corner andρsl = 4.9±0.2 nm radius of curvature. In the CL
spectra obtained under low excitation density, three CL peaks arising from the QWR, QW
and VQW were observed at 1.57 eV, 1.74 eV, and 1.89 eV, respectively. The CL width of
the QWRs was about 20 meV.

As the excitation density is increased, CL from the higher subbands (n = 2 and 3) in
QWRs is observed as additional peaks at 1.605 eV and 1.64 eV, respectively. The subband
energy separationE∗12,QWR of then = 1 optical transition andn = 2 transition in the QWRs
was 35 meV. In multimode QWRs having multiple subbands, the subband energy separation
E∗12,QWR is an important quantity for characterizing the lateral confinement. Note that the
value ofE∗12,QWR is above the thermal energykBT = 26 meV at 300 K, indicating the
stability of electrons and holes in the ground states of QWRs.

Clear PLE spectra were recently reported [42] for two samples of QWR crescent
structures. The samples were fabricated, similarly to the previous samples, with nominal
GaAs thicknesses of 1.5 nm (a) and 2.5 nm (b), and in practice had 4.1 and 8.8 nm
thicknesses at the crescent centres, respectively. The width of the PLE peak and the Stokes
shift were 12 meV and 8 meV for (a), while they were 8 meV and 6 meV for (b). These
values as well as the clear PLE spectra indicate the high degree of uniformity of the
structures. The subband energy separationsE∗12,QWR of the n = 1 optical transition and
n = 2 transition in the QWRs read from the spectra were 25 meV (a) and 27 meV (b).

There are many variations in the QWR formation with selective growth on non-planar
substrates using MBE and MOCVD. Sogawa and co-workers [52] formed narrow trench
structures, or U grooves, with selective MOCVD growth on the V grooves, in which
they fabricated buried QWRs with rectangular cross-sectional shapes of 20 nm width.
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They fabricated four GaAs/AlAs rectangular QWR samples with sizes of 20 nm× 16 nm,
20 nm× 11 nm, 20 nm× 11 nm, and 17 nm× 10 nm. Their PL and PLE spectra were
well reproduced by theoretical calculation for the rectangular QWRs. Although the lateral
size is as large as 17–20 nm, the QWRs are surrounded by AlAs barriers both vertically
and laterally, resulting in complete 2D confinement. In fact, the subband energy separation
E∗12,QWR of then = 1 andn = 2 optical transitions in the QWRs read from the PLE spectra
was large, 35–54 meV.

Crescent QWRs are formed not only in the bottoms of grooves, but also on the ridge top
via the selective-growth methods. Koshiba and co-workers [53–56] formed ridge structures
via MBE facet growth on inverse-mesa patterned substrates. The QWR structures are formed
as curved QW layers formed on top of the sharp ridges. The curvature of the ridge structure
was controlled by the growth conditions.

2.3. Vicinal-substrate quantum wires

Among the various methods of fabrication of QWRs proposed and developed so far, the
step flow mode of growth on vicinal substrates with MBE or MOCVD is one of the most
intensively studied techniques. Vicinal surfaces with small misorientation angles have an
atomic step array with a well-defined periodicity in the 10 nm range. In the step flow
growth mode, preferential adsorption of growing species impinging on the terraces occurs
at the step edges. Petroff and co-workers [57–59] investigated, in this mode, the repeated
deposition of partial layers of different compositions, and then applied it to the formation
of a lateral superlattice (SL) whose composition is modulated with the periodicity of the
atomic steps in the vicinal substrates. On the basis of this technique, lateral confinement was
demonstrated in tilted- (lateral or fractional) SL QWRs [58, 60, 61], grid-inserted QWRs
[62], and serpentine-SL QWRs [63, 64].

One of the major problems, in making GaAs/AlAs tilted-SL QWRs for example, lies
in the imperfect step flow growth of Al [59]. The Al atoms are thermodynamically
and kinetically difficult to incorporate just at the step edge and not out on the terrace.
Furthermore, the exchange of Al atoms with the previously deposited Ga atoms occurs
on the terrace. As a result, the Al composition of the wells and barriers in the tilted SL
is averaged, which weakens the composition modulation. In fact, experiments have been
consistent in yielding the interpretation that the conduction electron states are rather strongly
coupled and hence 2D-like in such QWRs, while the hole states are laterally confined into
1D-like states.

It should be commented that, although the achievement of strong lateral confinement
is still difficult, such unique periodic lateral modulation of exciton states in QWs has
been applied in some advanced studies of exciton physics, which are cited in later
sections [61–70].

In addition, coherent multi-atomic steps with straight edges formed on vicinal or high-
index-oriented substrates have been found and studied with a view to the formation of
QWRs in the strong-lateral-confinement regime [71–73].

2.4. Etched quantum wires

The most direct way to fabricate QWRs is post-growth etching of structures with QWs.
That is, QWs are first grown by the conventional MBE or MOCVD method, and these
are then processed into QWR structures by photolithography, electron-beam lithography, or
holographic lithography, and dry or wet etching [1].
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Figure 5. A schematic diagram of the structure of 5 nm-scale GaAs/Al0.3Ga0.7As T-QWR
samples and the spatially resolved PL spectra at 4 K for three T-QWR samples with identical
QW1 thicknessa and different QW2 thicknessesb. Solid (broken) curves show the PL for
the region with T-QWRs (a 5µm-wide QW2) indicated by a solid (broken) arrow in the
sample structure. The effective lateral confinement energy of excitons,E∗1D−2D, is defined as
the difference in energy between the 1D exciton in a T-QWR and the lowest 2D exciton in
either QW1 or QW2. (Reproduced from references [16, 22].)

One of the problems was degradation of the PL for narrow QWRs due to the damaged or
optically inactive region formed at the etched side-wall surface [74, 75], although overgrowth
to cover the QWRs [76] and passivation [77] have been attempted to reduce the damage.

To prevent such serious damage, a method for etching just the top (covering) layers of
the QWs was developed. Although the mechanism of lateral confinement there is not fully
understood, it is thought that the lateral confinement is introduced via strain and electrostatic
fields [78, 79]. In 1989, Kash and co-workers [80] extended this method by using strained
layers to cover QWs, and realized strain-induced QWRs with patterned stressors on top.

Another problem with these QWRs has been the difficulty of producing width narrowing
and/or deep energy modulation to achieve the strong lateral confinement instead of the weak
centre-of-mass lateral confinement. There are similar problems for QWRs formed by ion-
implantation-induced intermixing of QWs [81]. Although various seminal spectroscopic
studies of excitons have been made for these QWRs [82–94], the observed phenomena are
for excitons in the weak-lateral-confinement regime, and are not within the main scope of
this paper.
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3. Lateral confinement energy

As discussed briefly in the previous section, it is essential in QWR study to evaluate
the energy scale which characterizes the lateral confinement. In single-mode QWRs with
only one 1D subband, the lateral confinement of electrons or holes is characterized by the
energy differenceE1D−2D between the lowest 1D and 2D electronic states. In multimode
QWRs with multiple 1D subbands, it is characterized by the first and second subband
spacingE12,QWR in the QWRs. These quantities show not only the strength of the lateral
confinement, but also the stability of the ground 1D state. For excitons, or optical transitions
between the hole and electron states, we denote these values asE∗1D−2D and E∗12,QWR,
including the Coulomb interaction energy, which are called the effective lateral confinement
energies of excitons.

A systematic study of the effective lateral confinement energy of excitons has been
carried out on several series of T-QWRs by SSA [7, 16, 20, 22, 23], and this is the main
subject of this section. The T-QWRs made of only two kinds of material, for the barrier and
the well, are single-mode QWRs which have only one 1D electron subband in the structures,
soE∗1D−2D is the effective lateral confinement energy of excitons in T-QWRs. On the basis
of the systematic study ofE∗1D−2D made for T-QWRs, the stability and dimensionality of
1D excitons have been examined.

In this section, we also describe the design of the particular sample structures, using
which all of the PL lines from the QWRs, QW1, and QW2 can be detected and identified
uniquely by the spatially resolved PL technique, in order to determineE∗1D−2D. We should
note that, for any T-QWR samples fabricated successfully, PL spectra for the QWR and
QW1 are easily detected, while the PL from QW2 is not always observed because of the fast-
carrier diffusion from the QW2 region to the QWR region [9, 15]. This feature is analogous
to the familiar fact that PL spectra from multi-QW structures are usually dominated by the
QWs rather than the barriers, since carriers generated in the barrier region are efficiently
collected by the QW region.

3.1. 5 nm-scale GaAs/Al0.3Ga0.7As T-QWRs

Figure 5 shows schematically the structure of 5 nm-scale GaAs/Al0.3Ga0.7As T-QWR
samples and their spatially resolved PL spectra at 4 K; it is reproduced from the work
by SSA [16, 22].

The samples were fabricated as follows. The multiple-QW structure (QW1) consists
of n = 50 periods of GaAs QWs (of thicknessa = 5.4 nm) and Al0.3Ga0.7As barriers
(of thicknessc = 100 nm), and is about 5µm thick in total. An additional 5µm-thick
Al 0.3Ga0.7As layer is formed in the first growth, which results in a 5µm-wide area of
QW2 after CEO. The overgrown QW (QW2) is composed of a GaAs layer (of thicknessb),
covered with an Al0.3Ga0.7As barrier layer. SSA performed several CEO runs with different
QW2 thicknessesb and constant QW1 thickness, prepared by cutting one substrate wafer
into many pieces after the first MBE growth was complete. In this way, they obtained a
series of samples, for whicha was constant, while the thicknessb of QW2 was varied
arounda.

The spatially resolved PL spectra shown in figure 5 are for three T-QWR samples with
identical QW1 thicknessa and different QW2 thicknessesb at 4 K. The PL was detected
via the (110) surface in the backward-scattering geometry for normal incidence [19]. Solid
(broken) curves show the PL for the region with T-QWRs (a 5µm-wide QW2) indicated
by a solid (broken) arrow in the sample structure. The PL spectra of each sample have three
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peaks assigned to the heavy-hole (HH) excitons in the T-QWR, QW2, and QW1, as shown
in the figure. The observed PL linewidths are only 5–8 meV, showing the high quality of
the hetero-interfaces of the fabricated structures. Since the QW1 thicknessa is constant,
the PL peaks for QW1 appear at the same energy. On the other hand, the QW2 thicknessb

is varied, so the PL peaks of QW2 and the QWR are shifted. As a result, the energy levels
of the T-QWRs are obtained as well as those of QW1 and QW2 for various values ofb.

The bottom curves in figure 5 show the data fora = b, in which the PL energy level
of QW2 is lower than that of QW1. This is caused by the anisotropic hole mass of GaAs.
The HH mass along [001] for QW1 is 0.38m0, while that along [110] for QW2 is 0.71m0.
The larger mass leads to the lower PL energy.

Figure 6. The effective lateral confinement energy of excitonsE∗1D−2D in 5 nm-scale
GaAs/Al0.3Ga0.7As T-QWR samples plotted as a function of the QW2 thicknessb. Solid lines
are drawn to guide the eyes. (Reproduced from reference [22].)

The effective lateral confinement energyE∗1D−2D of excitons in T-QWRs is evaluated
from the difference between the PL energy of a 1D exciton in a T-QWR and that of the
lowest 2D exciton in either QW1 or QW2. The values ofE∗1D−2D for the three samples in
figure 5 are found to be 13.5, 17.5, and 15 meV. These values are plotted together with
data for other samples with various values ofb in figure 6.

Note thatE∗1D−2D reaches a maximum value of 18 meV atb = 5.1 nm, where the energy
levels of QW1 and QW2 are the same, indicating that a well-stabilized 1D state is realized.
Then,E∗1D−2D decreases and approaches zero as the thicknessb is decreased or increased
away from 5.1 nm. The decrease inE∗1D−2D demonstrates how the T-QWR states deviate
from the well-stabilized 1D state and take on a 2D character. Thus,E∗1D−2D represents the
stability and 1D nature of the excitons confined in the QWRs.

3.2. 5 nm-scale GaAs/AlAs T-QWRs

In T-QWRs, it is essential to realize a large value ofE∗1D−2D, the effective lateral confinement
energy of excitons, in order to enhance the 1D nature of the excitons.

The straightforward way to enhance the effective lateral confinement energyE∗1D−2D for
T-QWRs is to enhance the quantization energyEQ of the parent QWs (QW1 and QW2).
In the infinite-barrier approximation, these two quantities should be proportional.
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Figure 7. A schematic diagram of the structure of 5 nm-scale GaAs/AlAs T-QWR samples
and the spatially resolved PL spectra at 4 K for three T-QWR samples with identical QW1
thicknessa and different QW2 thicknessesb. Solid (broken) curves show the PL for the region
with T-QWRs (QW2) indicated by a solid (broken) arrow in the sample structure. The effective
lateral confinement energy of excitonsE∗1D−2D is defined as the difference in energy between
the 1D exciton in a T-QWR and the lowest 2D exciton in either QW1 or QW2. (Reproduced
from references [16, 22].)

In this context, SSA have increased the barrier energy by replacing the Al0.3Ga0.7As
barrier with an AlAs barrier, and performed a similar experiment on 5 nm-scale GaAs/AlAs
T-QWR samples [14, 16, 19, 22]. Figure 7 shows schematically the structure of the samples
and their spatially resolved PL spectra at 4 K.

The sample fabrication procedure was basically the same as that for the previous
samples. Again settinga constant, SSA prepared a series of 5 nm-scale GaAs/AlAs T-
QWR samples, withb gradually varied arounda = 5.3 nm. All of the barrier layers are
made of AlAs, and the structural parameters area = 5.3 nm, c = 50 nm, andn = 50.

The spatially resolved PL spectra shown in figure 7 are for three T-QWR samples with
identical QW1 thicknessa and different QW2 thicknessesb at 4 K. The PL was detected
via the (110) surface in the backward-scattering geometry for normal incidence [19]. Solid
(broken) curves show the PL for the region with QWRs (the upper part of QW2) indicated
by a solid (broken) arrow in the sample structure. The PL spectrum of each sample has
three peaks assigned to the HH excitons in the T-QWR, QW2, and QW1, as shown in the
figure. The PL linewidths of the QWRs in these samples were about 15 meV. This value is
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comparable with the PL splitting of QW1 due to the fluctuation of the thickness by 1 ML,
shown in figure 7, and thus is regarded as a fairly small value, showing the high quality of
the hetero-interfaces of the T-QWR structures. Since the QW1 thicknessa is constant, the
PL peaks of QW1 appear at the same energy. On the other hand, the QW2 thicknessb is
varied, so the PL peaks of QW2 and the QWR are shifted.

Figure 8. The effective lateral confinement energy of excitonsE∗1D−2D in 5 nm-scale GaAs/AlAs
T-QWR samples plotted as a function of the QW2 thicknessb. Solid lines are drawn to guide
the eyes. (Reproduced from reference [22].)

The effective lateral confinement energyE∗1D−2D of excitons in T-QWRs is evaluated
from the difference in PL energy between the 1D exciton in a T-QWR and the lowest 2D
exciton in either QW1 or QW2. The values ofE∗1D−2D of the three samples in figure 7 are
found to be 32, 36.5, and 33 meV. These values are plotted together with data for other
samples with various values ofb in figure 8.

Due to the high AlAs barrier energy, tight confinement was realized, so increases in the
quantization energy andE∗1D−2D were observed. The large value ofE∗1D−2D beyond 30 meV
supports the stable 1D electronic state, indicating potential application in room temperature
devices. The maximum value of 38 meV is realized when the energy levels of QW1 and
QW2 are the same.

Finally, SSA [16] plotted (see figure 9) all of the PL peak energies for 5 nm-scale
GaAs/Al0.3Ga0.7As T-QWR samples and 5 nm-scale GaAs/AlAs T-QWR samples, which
are the energies of the T-QWR (•), QW1 (�), and QW2 (◦) against the thickness of QW2,
b. The precise dependence of the energy levels of the T-QWRs on the thickness of QW2,
b, is obtained, referred to the energy level of QW1 and that of QW2.

This shows how the energy level of a T-QWR increases with reducingb. The energy
level of a T-QWR gets closer to the energy level of QW1 or that of QW2 asb becomes
smaller or larger, respectively. This is because the T-QWR state converges into QW1 or
QW2 in the thin (b � a) and thick (b � a) limits, respectively, as demonstrated in figures 6
and 8. The slopes for the energy levels of T-QWRs and that for QW2 againstb give the
energy broadening induced by the monolayer fluctuation of the QW2 thicknessb. The slope
for the T-QWRs is smaller than that for QW2 with the same thicknessb, showing that T-
QWRs are less affected byb than QW2. Fitting the data points with a linear relation, SSA
calculated the energy broadening of T-QWRs atb = a to be 3.4 and 7.0 meV ML−1 for
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Figure 9. The energies of the PL peaks are shown by solid circles for QWRs, by blank diamonds
for QW1, and by blank circles for QW2 in S1 (a) and S2 (b) as functions of the thickness of
QW2, b. The broken curves show the energy level of QW2 calculated under the effective-mass
approximation. The dotted lines indicate the energy level when the levels of QW2 and QW1
are identical. The chain lines indicate the situation in which the thicknessb is identical toa.
(Reproduced from reference [16].)

the two series. These two values seem quite reasonable, since the observed PL linewidth
for T-QWRs corresponds to a fluctuation of about 2 ML.

3.3. 4 nm-scale InxGa1−xAs/Al0.3Ga0.7As T-QWRs

Then, SSA investigated InxGa1−xAs T-QWRs [23, 24]. The motivation for studying
InxGa1−xAs T-QWRs was not only provided by the wish to achieve strong lateral
confinement by decreasing the well energy, but also the wish to have more design flexibility
and to establish a quantitative understanding of the lateral confinement energy in T-QWRs
made of the new material system. The challenge lay in how to overcome the difficulty of
growing InxGa1−xAs on a (110) surface [95] and that of fabricating high-quality InxGa1−xAs
T-QWRs.

Figure 10 shows the PL spectra at 4 K of 4 nm-scale In0.09Ga0.91As/Al0.3Ga0.7As T-
QWR samples, with identical QW1 thicknessa = 4.1 nm and different QW2 thicknesses
b = 3.5, 3.9, and 4.4 nm [23].

The fabrication procedure for the samples was as follows. On a semi-insulating (001)
GaAs substrate, SSA successively grew a 500 nm GaAs buffer layer, a 5µm Al0.3Ga0.7As
layer, ten periods ofa = 4.1 nm-thick In0.09Ga0.91As multiple QWs andc = 100 nm-thick
Al 0.3Ga0.7As barriers for QW1, a 10 nm AlAs layer, a 5µm Al0.3Ga0.7As layer, a 10 nm
AlAs layer, and a 500 nm GaAs cap layer, by the conventional MBE method at a constant
substrate temperatureTs of 560 ◦C, for a V/III flux ratio of ∼2, and at a GaAs growth
rate of 0.7µm h−1. On the (110) surface of this wafer cleavedin situ, they subsequently
grew atTs = 430 ◦C an In0.09Ga0.91As layer of thicknessb for QW2, and a 2 ML-thick
Al 0.3Ga0.7As cover layer, then atTs = 500 ◦C a 10 nm-thick Al0.3Ga0.7As barrier layer, and
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Figure 10. The spatially resolved PL spectra of three 4 nm-scale In0.09Ga0.91As/Al0.3Ga0.7As
T-QWR samples with identical QW1 thicknessa and different QW2 thicknessesb measured
from above the (110) CEO surface at 4 K with 633 nm excitation light from a He–Ne laser. Solid
curves show the PL spectra for the 1µm-wide region on QW1 and the QWRs, while the dashed
curves show those for the 5µm-wide regions of QW2. (Reproduced from reference [23].)

a 10 nm-thick GaAs cap layer. The V/III flux ratio was 30, and the In0.09Ga0.91As growth
rate was 0.5µm h−1. The growth conditions for the InxGa1−xAs on the (110) surface were
optimized by means of repeated test growths and characterization, which was essential for
the fabrication of the InxGa1−xAs T-QWRs [95]. Three samples were formed with the same
initial growth procedure and three different CEO runs, varying the parameterb around 4 nm.

The solid and dashed curves in figure 10 show the PL spectra for the region on QW1
and the region on QW2, respectively, in which PL peaks assigned to QW1, QW2, and
the QWRs have been observed. The precise energy of each structure has been determined
from these spectra. From the observed peak energies,E∗1D−2D for the three samples was
determined: 19 meV, 28 meV, and 15 meV. It reached a maximum of 28 meV for the
sample for which the PL energies of QW1 and QW2 are equal. The spectral linewidths of
the three PL peaks were 15 meV, 20 meV, and 15 meV for QW1, QW2, and the QWR,
respectively.

Figure 11 shows the PL spectra of a 3.5 nm-scale In0.17Ga0.83As/Al0.3Ga0.7As T-QWR
sample, with QW1 thicknessa = 3.7 nm and QW2 thicknessb = 3.4 nm [23]. The
fabrication procedure was similar to that for the previous samples. The PL result was
also similar to that shown in figure 10, but the large effective lateral confinement energy
E∗1D−2D = 34 meV was realized because of the stronger confinement. The spectral linewidths
of the three PL peaks were 13 meV, 17 meV, and 14 meV for QW1, QW2, and the QWR,
respectively, showing the smoothness of the hetero-interfaces.

It is important that a large value ofE∗1D−2D, 34 meV in this case, is achieved without
introducing AlAs barriers, since the AlAs barrier has some drawbacks, especially as regards
making QWR lasers [9, 33]. If an AlAs barrier is used to confine electrons, firstly separately
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Figure 11. The spatially resolved PL spectra of a 3.5 nm-scale In0.17Ga0.83As/Al0.3Ga0.7As
T-QWR sample measured from above the (110) CEO surface at 4 K with 633 nm excitation
light from a He–Ne laser. Solid curves show the PL spectra for the 1µm-wide region on
QW1 and the QWRs, while the dashed curves show those for the 5µm-wide regions of QW2.
(Reproduced from reference [23].)

confined heterostructures are not possible, second, thein situ cleavage and layer-by-layer
growth are rather difficult with AlAs, and AlAs is easily oxidized and degraded, compared
with Al 0.3Ga0.7As, and third, to further increaseE∗1D−2D, we have more design flexibility
left with InxGa1−xAs, whereas further reduction of the QW thickness in GaAs/AlAs QWs
results in type II structure, in which electrons are stabilized in the X valleys of the AlAs.

Table 1. A summary of the experimental results for four kinds of T-QWR sample: the effective
lateral confinement energy of excitonsE∗1D−2D which is maximized when QW1 and QW2 have
the same PL energy, the quantization energyEQ given as the PL energy measured from the
bulk band-gap energy in the QWs, and the band-gap discontinuity1Eg . (Reproduced from
reference [23].)

(Unit) Reference [23] Reference [23] Reference [16] Reference [16]

a (nominal) (nm) 3.5 4 5 5
In content in well (%) 17 9 0 0
Al content in barrier (%) 30 30 30 100

E∗1D−2D (maximum) (meV) 34 28 18 38
EQ (meV) 176 146 94 148
1Eg (meV) 557 464 374 1590
RatioE∗1D−2D/EQ (%) 19 19 19 26

Table 1 gives [23] a summary of the effective lateral confinement energy of excitons
E∗1D−2D which is maximized for QW1 and QW2 having the same PL energy, the quantization
energyEQ given as the PL energy measured from the bulk band-gap energy in the QWs,
and the band-gap discontinuity1Eg, for the four kinds of T-QWR sample discussed above.
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It is meaningful to consider the ratioE∗1D−2D/EQ shown in the table. In the infinite-
barrier and constant-isotropic-effective-mass approximation,E∗1D−2D/EQ in balanced (a =
b) T-QWRs should be constant (17% for the tentatively assumed electron mass of 0.067m0

and hole mass of 0.4m0) without excitonic effects, since all of the single-particle energy
levels are proportional to the inverse square of the wave-function size. The ratio for two
InxGa1−xAs/Al0.3Ga0.7As T-QWRs and a GaAs/Al0.3Ga0.7As T-QWR is about 19%, close
to the value 17%, while that for a GaAs/AlAs T-QWR can be as large as 26%. The high
value of the ratioE∗1D−2D/EQ of 26% is attributable to the enhanced excitonic effect in
tightly confined T-QWRs, which we discuss in the next section.

4. Exciton binding energy

Coulomb interaction of electrons confined in quantum structures leads to the realization of
novel correlated states of fundamental interest in condensed-matter physics. Since quantum
confinement forces electrons to interact strongly, the binding energyEb of 2D excitons in
QWs has been shown to increase, with reducing well thickness, to a value up to four times
as large as the bulk value (4.2 meV for GaAs) [96], leading to room temperature excitonic
absorption [97]. In QWRs, the excitonic effect is potentially further enhanced by laterally
compressing the wave functions into the nanometre-scale regime [98, 99].

The evaluation of 1D exciton binding energyEb was first carried out via PL-shift
measurements under magnetic fields. In 1989, Kohl and co-workers [82] reported 15%
enhancement ofEb compared with the value for the original 2D system, in QWRs formed
by post-growth etching so as to have 14 nm×70 nm cross-sectional size. Then, Nagamune
and co-workers [46] reportedEb = 10.1 meV for V-groove QWRs (10 nm× 20 nm),
analysing the measured shifts assuming an anisotropic hydrogen-like exciton model. We
should note, however, that this analysis was useful for QWRs in the regimes of weak or
centre-of-mass confinement, whereas it overestimatesEb for 1D excitons in the regimes of
strong or individual confinement, as will be explained in section 6.

Rinaldi and co-workers [44] reported the 1D exciton binding energyEb of their V-
groove QWRs. Via a two-photon absorption measurement,Eb was obtained for both the
ground and second-subband excitons: 10 and 8 meV, respectively. They obtained larger
values of 12.5 and 10 meV from the analysis of magneto-PL measurements.

For T-QWRs, precise analysis of the PL energy of QWRs in comparison with that of
QWs is possible, and can be used to determine the 1D exciton binding energyEb. In 1993,
Wegscheider and co-workers [9] reported enhancement ofEb by 7 meV for 7 nm-scale
GaAs/Al0.3Ga0.7As T-QWRs, which corresponds to about 50% enhancement from the value
of Eb for the 7 nm-thick parent QWs.

Then, SSA systematically evaluatedEb for 1D excitons [16], by analysing the
measured effective lateral confinement energies of excitons in a series of 5 nm-scale
GaAs/Al0.3Ga0.7As T-QWRs (S1) and 5 nm-scale GaAs/AlAs T-QWRs (S2), as already
shown in figure 9. It is found thatEb is enhanced by 13± 3 meV for 5 nm-scale
GaAs/AlAs T-QWRs, while the enhancement ofEb was only 3± 3 meV for 5 nm-scale
GaAs/Al0.3Ga0.7As T-QWRs; we investigate this in the following.

4.1. 5 nm-scale GaAs/Al0.3Ga0.7As and GaAs/AlAs T-QWRs

Among the series of T-QWRs for which data are given in figure 9, SSA [16] examined
the T-QWRs formed by two QWs with identical well thicknesses (b = a); these are
called balanced T-QWRs. Note that balanced T-QWRs are the ones best suited to confine
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electrons efficiently.
To analyse the energy levels of T-QWRs, SSA evaluated first the lateral confinement

energyE1D−2D of electrons by neglecting the Coulomb interaction and by using the single-
band effective-mass approximation. The lateral confinement energy of holes is estimated to
be small (1–2 meV) [13] for the balanced T-QWRs due to the heavy and anisotropic hole
mass. Thus, one can obtain the energy level of T-QWRs by simply subtractingE1D−2D

for electrons from the energy level of QW2. The energies thus calculated, neglecting the
Coulomb interaction, are denoted by two crosses in figure 9. Note that the measured PL
energy is lower than the calculated energy by 4 meV for S1 and by 14 meV for S2. These
discrepancies should be mostly attributed to the additional enhancement of the Coulomb
effect of 1D excitons due to the lateral confinement.

In the evaluation of the enhancement ofEb for balanced T-QWRs, SSA estimated that
the experimental errors caused by the broadening of the PL spectra were about±2 meV
and the theoretical errors caused by the neglect of the contribution of the holes were
−1 ± 1 meV. Therefore, they concluded that the additional enhancements ofEb due to
the lateral confinement were 3± 3 meV for S1 and 13± 3 meV for S2. If Eb for
5 nm-thick GaAs QWs is assumed to be 14 meV as reported [96], the binding energyEb of
1D excitons in balanced T-QWRs is concluded to be 17± 3 meV for S1, and 27± 3 meV
for S2. Note thatEb for S1 is about 1.2 times the original 2D value, and thatEb for S2 is
about twice the original 2D value, or about 6–7 times the bulk value.

We should note that the additional enhancement ofEb due to the lateral confinement is
significant (13 meV) for S2, whereas it is rather small (3 meV) for S1. Since S1 and S2
have well thicknesses that are almost the same (a = b = 5.3–5.4 nm), the difference in the
enhancement ofEb is due to the barrier height difference, indicating the importance of very
tight confinement.

Figure 12. The lateral confinement energy in T-QWRs formed by two QWs with identical well
thicknesses is shown as a function of the energy of QW2. The effective lateral confinement
energy of excitons (E∗1D−2D) shown by solid circles is compared with the lateral confinement
energyE1D−2D of electrons (the broken or solid lines) for 245, 355, 500 meV, and infinite
barriers, calculated by Pfeifferet al. (Reproduced from reference [16].)

To confirm this evaluation, SSA plotted (see figure 12) the lateral confinement energies
as a function of the PL energy of QW2 [16]. Two solid circles represent the effective lateral
confinement energiesE∗1D−2D measured for the balanced T-QWRs of series S1 and S2. For
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comparison, they showed (see the solid and broken lines in figure 12) the theoretical lateral
confinement energyE1D−2D of electrons, which was calculated by Pfeifferet al for the
barrier heights of 245, 355, 500 meV, and infinity [13]. Also shown (by crosses) are the
theoretical values ofE1D−2D for electrons calculated for the samples. Note in figure 12 that
the calculatedE1D−2D for electrons increases linearly when the barrier height is infinite, and
thatE1D−2D is proportional toEQ, but rises only sublinearly with the energy of QW2 when
the barrier height is finite. The experimental data indicated by solid circles, however, show a
superlinear dependence, which indicates that the Coulomb interaction becomes increasingly
important.

In the case of infinite barriers, both the energy level of the balanced T-QWRs and that
of QW2 are scaled withb−2. As a result,E1D−2D for electrons is scaled with the energy
level of QW2, which gives the linear dependence shown in figure 12. For finite barriers,
the proportion of wave-function penetration into barriers becomes larger for QWR than
for QW2 in the strong-confinement regime, so a sublinear dependence is obtained. In the
weak-confinement regime, however, all of the energy levels are approximately scaled with
the energy level of QW2, since the difference in wave-function penetration into barriers is
negligible.

Note in figure 12 that the theoretical values forE1D−2D for electrons represented by two
crosses are very close to the solid line. This means that these balanced T-QWR samples
are still in the regime where the scaling law should hold well. Thus, the contribution of
the confinement energy without the Coulomb effect toE∗1D−2D should be proportional to
the energy level of QW2. Hence, the observed superlinear dependence ofE∗1D−2D is clear
evidence of the substantial enhancement of the Coulomb interaction in 1D excitons when
they are tightly confined in QWR structures.

5. Bloch wave functions—optical anisotropy

Optical anisotropy, i.e. the polarization dependence of the optical absorption and/or emission,
has been one of the main subjects of interest in QWR studies, because it directly reflects
the Bloch part of the wave function inherent to each quantum structure. In GaAs, the
optical anisotropy is caused mainly by the anisotropic hole states at the tops of the valence
bands, which each have a total angular momentum ofj = 3/2. According to the lateral
confinement in QWRs, mixing or splitting of thej = 3/2 valence band occurs, so the
optical anisotropy described below is expected to be observed.

In Bastard’s notation [3], neglecting spin indices, the conduction-band Bloch function
is expressed as|S〉, whereas the valence-band Bloch function|v〉 is expressed as a linear
combination of|X〉, |Y 〉, and|Z〉, i.e. as|v〉 = Cx |X〉+Cy |Y 〉+Cz|Z〉. Since the PL intensity
Ix with x-polarization is proportional to the optical transition matrix element|〈S|x|v〉|2, the
intensityIx gives |Cx |2.

Disregarding the crystal anisotropy for simplicity, the heavy-hole (HH) and light-hole
(LH) states in QWs grown in thez-direction are the Bloch states

|v〉QW,HH = 1√
2
(|X〉 ± i|Y 〉)

|v〉QW,LH =
√

2

3
|Z〉 − 1√

6
(±|X〉 + i|Y 〉)

with thez-components of the angular momentumjz = ±3/2 and±1/2, respectively. Since
x (z) is parallel (perpendicular) to the QW, the relative optical transition intensities are
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calculated as 0, 3, 4, and 1 forI⊥,HH, I‖,HH, I⊥,LH, and I‖,LH, respectively. For HHs,
Iz/Ix = I⊥/I‖ = 0%, while Iy/Ix = I‖/I‖ = 100%.

On the other hand, in ideal QWRs aligned alongz with symmetric confinement, the
lower-energy HH states and the higher-energy LH states become

|v〉QWR,HH =
√

2

3
|Z〉 − 1√

6
(±|X〉 + i|Y 〉)

|v〉QWR,LH = 1√
2
(|X〉 ± i|Y 〉)

conversely to the QW case. Thus,Ix/Iz = I⊥/I‖ = 25% is expected for HHs.
Note that here we use the term HH (LH) in the sense that it has heavier (lighter) effective

mass than the LH (HH) in the direction of confinement of the QWs and QWRs. Thus, the
lowest-energy excitons in QWRs and QWs are those composed of HHs having lower optical
transition energies than LHs due to the smaller quantization energy.

In 1989, Tsuchiya and co-workers [61] measured the polarization-dependent PLE of
tilted-SL-barrier QWRs formed on a vicinal substrate by MBE. Strong anisotropy was
observed both for HH excitons and LH excitons, and this was attributed to the lateral
confinement of QWRs. In the same year, Tanaka and Sakaki [62] reported similar effects in
a new type of QWR, grid-inserted QWs, grown on vicinal substrates by MBE. The corrected
formulation for analysing these results was given by Sercal and Vahala (reference [100]).
Much theoretical work has been reported using more realistic and improved models for
various QWRs.

With investigations of the contribution of the lateral confinement, the polarization
dependence of the PL and PLE spectra had been presented for most types of GaAs QWR
structure [8, 28, 34, 61, 62, 64, 67, 69]. However, it was not easy to experimentally evaluate
the optical anisotropy introduced purely by the lateral confinement in QWRs (references
[100–102]).

This is firstly because optical anisotropy is also caused by the valence-band anisotropy
due to the warping distortion, uniaxial strain, or anisotropic perturbation potential of
the anisotropic interface roughness (reference [103]). In addition, for QWRs grown
on patterned substrates, the anisotropy in the macroscopic sample geometry can induce
additional polarization dependence of their PL and PLE spectra. Furthermore, for small
QWRs below the 10 nm scale which are our current interest, the PL or PLE peaks tend to
broaden and overlap with other spectral structures, which makes it difficult to quantify the
optical anisotropy from the PL and PLE spectra. For quantitative analysis of the observed
anisotropy, one must accurately characterize both the potential profile and the quantized
energy levels of QWRs, which is often difficult.

For the T-QWRs and the parent QWs described in the previous sections, clear optical
anisotropy has been observed experimentally. In the experiments described below [19, 20],
the optical anisotropy induced by the lateral confinement in the T-QWRs was experimentally
evaluated via the comparison between the observed optical anisotropy for the T-QWRs
and that for the reference QWs. Furthermore, the confinement-induced optical anisotropy
was traced for the T-QWRs with various QW2 thicknessesb, showing the 2D–1D–2D
dimensional crossover in the effective lateral confinement energyE∗1D−2D.

As regards V-groove QWRs, recent PLE experiments have shown optical anisotropies of
ground and higher subband transitions in very good agreement with theoretical calculations,
owing to the improvement of the sample quality, the structure characterization, and the
numerical calculation methods [42, 52].
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Figure 13. (a) The geometry of the structure, the crystal orientation, and the polarization, with
the definition of thex-, y-, and z-directions, for the 5 nm-scale GaAs/AlAs T-QWR sample
fabricated by the cleaved-edge-overgrowth method. (b) A schematic diagram of the micro-PL
set-up. Key: DM: double monochromator; PM: photomultiplier; L: lens; P: polarizer; DP:
depolarizer; PD: photo-diode; BS: beam-splitter;λ/2: half-wave retarder. (Reproduced from
reference [19].)

5.1. 5 nm-scale GaAs/AlAs T-QWRs

We have already shown, in figure 4, the polarization-dependent PL and PLE spectra of the
5 nm-scale GaAs/AlAs T-QWR sample obtained by SSA [19]. Figure 13 shows a schematic
diagram of the PLE measurement geometry and set-up. SSA defined [001] (the first growth
direction) as thez-direction, [110] (the overgrowth direction) as they-direction, and [1̄10]
(the wire direction) as thex-direction. They denoted polarization alongx (z) as‖ (⊥), since
x (z) is parallel (perpendicular) to the T-QWRs and the QW1 layers.

In the PLE spectra, the large PLE structures above 1.66 eV are due to the HH and LH
excitons in QW1. The optical anisotropy of QW1 agrees well with the well-known optical
anisotropy of standard (001) QWs observed from the (110)-cleaved surface (reference [104]).
The forbidden transition of HHs with⊥ polarization was weakly observed. The observed
PLE intensityI⊥,HH for QW1 was about 14% ofI‖,HH, in fair agreement with the PL data,
which gaveI⊥/I‖ = 6%.

As regards QWRs, figure 4 shows the PLE signal ratioI⊥/I‖ ' 39%. Since there
is some contribution of the smearing tail structures of QW1 and the stray light, the
estimation requires a proper extraction of these contributions. The value is obtained from
the comparison of the peak intensity ratios, because peak heights are least affected by the
additional contribution of the tail structures. The value is in fair agreement with the PL
value ofI⊥/I‖ ' 20%.

To look into the optical anisotropy of QWRs, we need to compare the data with those
for the reference QW on a (110) surface to separate out the optical anisotropy due to the
crystallographic anisotropy (reference [105]). For the reference GaAs/Al0.3Ga0.7As QW of
5.4 nm thickness formed on a (110) surface, the signal ratioI⊥/I‖ was 60% at the PL peaks,
and was 67% in the PLE; these values show good agreement with each other.
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Table 2. The optical anisotropyI⊥/I‖—that is,I[001]/I[11̄0]—for heavy-hole exciton transitions
in T-QWRs, the reference (110) QW, and QW1 evaluated via PL, PLE, and theories assuming
anisotropic and isotropic valence-band structures. (Reproduced from reference [19].)

Theory (%) Theory (%)
Sample PLE (%) PL (%) (anisotropic) (isotropic)

QWR 39 20 34 25
(110) QW 67 60 86 100

QW1 14 6 0 0

The results on the optical anisotropy obtained are summarized in table 2. Although the
values ofI⊥/I‖ tend to be smaller for the PL data than for the PLE data, we found a clear
difference between the results for the QWR and the reference (110) QW, which is ascribed
to the optical anisotropy resulting purely from the lateral confinement in QWRs.

For the simplest model, with axial symmetry along thex-direction, neglecting the
crystal-band anisotropy and the asymmetric shape of the QWR, we obtainI⊥/I‖ = 25% for
QWRs, andI⊥/I‖ = 100% for the reference (110) QW. When the crystal-band anisotropy
is taken into account under the approximation of infinite barriers and cylindrical shape
(references [106, 107]), the optical anisotropy ratioI⊥/I‖ is 34% for the QWR, whereas for
the reference (110) QW it isI⊥/I‖ = 86%. These values are compared with the experimental
results in table 2. In spite of the obvious difference in shape between cylindrical rods and
the T-QWRs, we find a good agreement between the model calculation results and the
experimental ones.

5.2. 5 nm-scale GaAs/Al0.3Ga0.7As T-QWRs

Next, SSA [20] discussed the confinement-induced optical anisotropy traced for the T-
QWRs with various QW2 thicknessesb showing the 2D–1D–2D dimensional crossover in
the effective lateral confinement energyE∗1D−2D. The T-QWR samples studied here were
the series of 5 nm-scale GaAs/Al0.3Ga0.7As T-QWRs used in the above-mentioned study of
lateral confinement energy and exciton binding energy (figures 5, 6, and 9).

Figure 14 shows the spatially resolved polarization-dependent PL spectra of four
GaAs/Al0.3Ga0.7As T-QWR samples with identical QW1 thicknessa = 5.4 nm and different
QW2 thicknessesb = 4.8 nm, 5.3 nm, 5.9 nm, and 8.1 nm. Solid (dashed) curves show the
PL intensityI‖ (I⊥) with the polarization parallel (perpendicular) to the T-QWRs and the
QW1 layers. Thick (thin) curves show the PL for the region with T-QWRs (a 5µm-wide
QW2) indicated by a thick (thin) arrow in the inset.

The PL spectrum of each sample has three peaks, which are assigned to the lowest-
energy excitons in T-QWRs, QW2, and QW1. The effective lateral confinement energy
E∗1D−2D of excitons in these T-QWRs with various values ofb are plotted in figure 15(a),
which is basically the same as figure 6, but for a wider range ofb.

It is to be stressed thatE∗1D−2D represents the dimensionality of the excitons confined in
T-QWRs:E∗1D−2D reaches its maximum atb = 5.1 nm, where the energy levels of QW1 and
QW2 are the same, indicating that a well-stabilized 1D state is realized;E∗1D−2D decreases
and approaches zero as the thicknessb is decreased or increased away from 5.1 nm. The
decrease inE∗1D−2D demonstrates how the T-QWR states deviate from the well-stabilized 1D
state and take on a 2D character. When the energy difference between QW1 and QW2 is so
large thatE∗1D−2D is close to zero, the influence of the higher-energy QW can be regarded
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Figure 14. Spatially resolved polarization-dependent PL spectra measured at 4 K for four kinds
of GaAs/Al0.3Ga0.7As T-QWR sample. The inset shows a schematic diagram of the structure
of the T-QWR samples. Solid (dashed) curves show the PL intensity with polarization parallel
(perpendicular) to the T-QWRs and the QW1 layers. Thick (thin) curves show the PL for
the region with T-QWRs (a 5µm-wide QW2) indicated by a thick (thin) arrow in the inset.
(Reproduced from reference [20].)

as a weak perturbation. In such regions, the T-QWR state is almost 2D-like. Hence, it
is concluded that the 1D–2D dimensional crossover is observed via the effective lateral
confinement energyE∗1D−2D for T-QWRs with various values ofb, shown in figure 15(a).

Note in figure 14 that strong polarization anisotropy is observed in the PL of the T-
QWR, QW1, and QW2. The PL intensities with parallel polarization shown by solid curves
were at all times larger than the PL intensities with perpendicular polarization shown by
dashed curves. The optical anisotropiesI⊥/I‖ for the QWRs, QW1, and QW2 for various
samples with different values ofb are plotted in figure 15(b). Although some data are
scattered, the optical anisotropies for QW1 and QW2 are close to the predicted values of
0% and 86%, respectively (references [106, 107]).

On the other hand, the optical anisotropyI⊥/I‖ for T-QWRs increases withb from a
value close to that for QW1 to a value identical to that for QW2. These results are interpreted
in terms of the 2D–1D–2D dimensional crossover from QW1, via well-stabilized QWRs,
to QW2, observed as the change in the confinement-induced valence-band anisotropy in
T-QWRs.

As shown in table 2, the theory including the crystal anisotropy (references [106, 107])
gives the following values. For QW1 with confinement in thez-direction,I⊥/I‖ = 0%. For
ideal QWRs with confinement symmetric around thex-direction, we expectI⊥/I‖ = 34%.
For QW2 with confinement in they-direction, we expectI⊥/I‖ = 86%. Therefore, asb is
increased from zero tob � a, we expect thatI⊥/I‖ should vary from 0%, passing through
34% when the confinement in the two directions is balanced, to 86%. This theoretical
prediction is in good agreement with the experimental result shown in figure 15(b). The
observed increase ofI⊥/I‖ with b shows the increased|Z〉-component and the simultaneous
change in the|X〉-component in the valence-band Bloch functions of T-QWRs with the
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Figure 15. (a) The effective lateral confinement energyE∗1D−2D, defined as the difference
between the lowest 1D exciton energy in T-QWRs and the lowest 2D exciton energy in
QW1 and QW2, plotted against the QW2 thicknessb. The vertical broken lines are drawn
at b = a = 5.4 nm where the thicknesses of QW1 and QW2 are equal, and atb = 5.1 nm where
the PL energies of QW1 and QW2 are equal. The solid curve is drawn to guide the eye. (b) The
optical anisotropy, defined as the PL peak intensity ratioI⊥/I‖ between the perpendicular and
parallel polarizations, for T-QWRs (solid circles), QW1 (open squares), and QW2 (open circles)
plotted against the thickness of QW2,b. The solid curve is drawn to guide the eye. The results
are to be compared with the theoretically predicted values of 0%, 86%, and 34% for QW1, QW2,
and the symmetric QWRs, respectively, which are shown by the horizontal lines. (Reproduced
from reference [20].)

reduced confinement in thez-direction, which demonstrates the change in the valence-band
anisotropy induced by the varied confinement under the dimensional crossover.

6. Envelope wave functions—magneto-PL

The lateral size of the exciton wave function in the effective-mass approximation, or the
envelope part of the electron–hole relative wave function, can be evaluated by studying the
energy shift of the PL under a magnetic field. When the Landau orbit is far larger than
the exciton diameter, the effect of a magnetic fieldB is treated as perturbation. Then, a
quadratic PL energy shift1E = βB2 is expected for the weak magnetic fieldsB on the
basis of second-order perturbation theory, which is useful as a measure of the effective size
of the exciton wave functions.

With rotational symmetry in the exciton wave function around the magnetic fields
B applied along thez-axis, the quadratic coefficientβ is expressed as the diamagnetic
coefficientβ = 〈e2(x2+ y2)/8µ〉, whereµ is the reduced mass of electrons and holes, and
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r = (x, y, z) is the electron–hole relative coordinate for excitons (reference [108]). Thus,
the effective area〈x2+ y2〉 and the effective diameterd =

√
〈x2+ y2〉 perpendicular to the

magnetic field are obtained fromβ. In the cases of the lowest excitons in the bulk and QWs
perpendicular toB, the diamagnetic expression forβ is correct. However, it holds only
approximately for QWRs. Making this approximation (i.e. the diamagnetic approximation)
is allowed when the lateral confinement is weak in the directions perpendicular toB. The
PL shifts under magnetic fields have been studied for various QWRs on the basis of the
diamagnetic approximation.

In 1989, Kohl and co-workers [82] first reported a diamagnetic shift measurement
on QWRs formed by post-growth etching, although these QWRs were rather wide
(14 nm× 70 nm) and in the centre-of-mass-confinement regime. They concluded that
the exciton binding energyEb was enhanced by about 15% compared with that of the
original 2D system because of the lateral confinement on a 70 nm scale.

In 1992, Nagamune and co-workers [46] reported a diamagnetic shift measurement on
V-groove QWRs(10 nm×20 nm). They determined the quadratic coefficients of the rather
broad PL of QWRs by applying high magnetic fields up to 40 T. Analysing the quadratic
coefficients for three directions as the diamagnetic coefficients, and assuming the anisotropic
hydrogen-like 3D exciton model, they obtainedEb = 10.1 meV, which is larger than the
bulk value. For the various QWRs so far reported on, the PL shifts under magnetic fields
have been studied in a similar way [44, 45, 50, 65, 83].

However, there are some important points that we should not overlook if we wish to
extend these experiments to QWRs in the strong-confinement regime.

We should first note that the reference measurement should be done with corresponding
QWs instead of bulk, because the diamagnetic shift of 2D excitons in QWs is already
smaller than that of 3D excitons in bulk (reference [109]). Since the Coulomb interaction is
enhanced in QWs by the confinement in the normal direction, the diamagnetic shift of 2D
excitons in QWs is already reduced from the bulk value. The Bohr radius of 2D excitons
decreases substantially when the well thicknessb is reduced, especially when it is reduced
to below 10 nm. Hence, to probe into the lateral confinement effect in QWRs, it is essential
to compare the diamagnetic shifts of QWRs with those of QWs having the same normal
thickness.

Second, as the confinement becomes stronger, the diamagnetic shift becomes smaller,
while the PL linewidth or the fluctuation of the energy level tends to be rather larger. This
makes it difficult to examine smaller diamagnetic shifts with a sufficient accuracy. Hence,
it is important to prepare very narrow QWRs with good uniformity having the spectrum
linewidth.

Third, making the diamagnetic approximation is allowed only when the magnetic field
B is applied perpendicularly to the plane of the weakest lateral confinement in the QWRs.
Therefore, examination of the diamagnetic approximation is required—in particular, analysis
of the quadratic coefficientsβ measured in all three directions.

Fourth, the estimation of the exciton binding energy on the basis of the anisotropic
hydrogen-like 3D exciton model is useful for QWRs in the weak- or centre-of-mass-
confinement regimes, whereas this is not appropriate for 1D excitons in the strong- or
individual-confinement regimes. Such an analysis attributes the squeezing of the exciton
wave function totally to the Coulomb interaction, and results in the overestimation ofEb.
We should note that the 1D exciton binding energy is the binding energy of the Coulomb
bound state of 1D electrons and holes measured from the free state of 1D electrons and
holes which are free in one direction but still confined in two directions.

As a result of considering these points, SSA [15, 17, 18] organized two types of magneto-
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PL experiment on T-QWRs in the strong-confinement regime. In the first experiment
[15, 17], the quadratic PL shifts of the series of T-QWR samples with small linewidths
were measured in comparison with those of reference QWs, where the magnetic field was
applied in one direction perpendicular to the weakest-confinement plane. On the basis
of the allowed diamagnetic approximation, the effect of lateral confinement on exciton
wave functions in T-QWRs was quantitatively evaluated, separately from the enhanced 2D
excitonic effect.

In the second experiment [18], the quadratic shifts were measured in all three directions.
Since making the diamagnetic approximation is not allowed for all of the directions, the
effect of confinement on the envelope wave functions is discussed taking into consideration
the adequacy (or inadequacy) of the diamagnetic approximation, instead of estimating the
exciton binding energy making the unjustified diamagnetic approximation and assuming the
anisotropic hydrogen-like 3D exciton model to be appropriate.

Figure 16. PL spectra measured at 4.2 K for the QWs (QW1 and QW2) and the QWR regions
of four samples: (a) 9.8 nm× 11.6 nm, (b) 6.0 nm× 6.4 nm, (c) 5.2 nm× 5.3 nm, and
(d) 5.2 nm× 4.9 nm. Solid lines are for zero magnetic field while dotted lines are for the field
of 12 T. The basic structure of the T-QWRs is shown in the inset, where QW1, QW2, and the
QWR are also defined. (Reproduced from reference [15].)

6.1. 5–10 nm-scale GaAs/Al0.3Ga0.7As T-QWRs withB-fields parallel to one axis

A magneto-PL experiment was performed by SSA [15, 17] on four GaAs/Al0.3Ga0.7As T-
QWR samples. The geometry parameters (cf. figure 13) of the various samples were as
follows: a = 9.8 nm,b = 11.6 nm, c = 200 nm, andn = 35 for the first sample (denoted
as 9.8 nm× 11.6 nm); a = 6.0 nm, b = 6.4 nm, c = 100 nm, andn = 50 for the second
(denoted as 6.0 nm× 6.4 nm); a = 5.2 nm, b = 5.3 nm, c = 31 nm, andn = 200 for
the third (denoted as 5.2 nm× 5.3 nm); and a = 5.2 nm, b = 4.9 nm, c = 31 nm, and
n = 200 for the fourth (denoted as 5.2 nm× 4.9 nm). Since the energy level of QW1 is
set close to, but always higher than, that of QW2 for all samples, the confinement of the
QWR state is slightly stronger along the [110] (normal) direction than that along the [001]
(lateral) direction. Therefore, the diamagnetic approximation is useful when the magnetic
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field is applied along the [110] axis. Such a geometry was adopted in this magneto-PL
experiment, as described below.

PL spectra of each sample were measured through an optical fibre with a 100µm core
diameter, which was attached to the (110) CEO surface of the sample in the geometry shown
in the inset in figure 16. The sample was directly immersed in liquid helium, and placed in
the bore of a superconducting magnet to apply a magnetic field up to 12 T perpendicularly
to the (110) surface. The sample mounted on the fibre was then excited by an Ar+ laser.
PL from the sample was collected through the same fibre, and was dispersed into a 0.32 m
grating monochromator.

Figure 17. Diamagnetic shifts of various PL peaks from four samples: (a) 9.8 nm× 11.6 nm,
(b) 6.0 nm× 6.4 nm, (c) 5.2 nm× 5.3 nm, and (d) 5.2 nm× 4.9 nm. We also show
diamagnetic shifts at 10 T, which are determined by fitting the data points with a parabolic
relation. (Reproduced from reference [15].)

The solid lines in figure 16 are PL spectra of the four samples measured at 0 T. Note
that all of the peaks are clearly observed with linewidths of 4–7 meV, indicating the good
uniformity of the structures. When magnetic fields were applied, all of the PL peaks shifted
towards higher energy, as shown by dashed lines in figure 16. SSA plotted (see figure 17)
the positions of all of the PL peaks as a function of the magnetic fieldB. Note that the
amount of shift is only a few to several meV even at 12 T. All of the data are well fitted by
parabolic relations for the low magnetic fields as shown by the solid lines. The coefficient
β is found to have the values 31, 23, 18, and 13µeV T−2 for the four samples.

In figure 18, we reproduce the figure in which SSA plotted (as solid circles) the
diamagnetic coefficientsβ of four QWRs as a function of the well thicknessb of QW2.
The scale ofd is deduced from the assumed reduced massµ = 0.058m0. For comparison,
SSA collected the coefficientsβ of nine GaAs/Al0.3Ga0.7As QWs having different well
thicknessesb, and plotted them too (as blank circles and blank squares). The blank circles
are for QWs grown on (110) substrates, while blank squares are for QWs on (001) substrates.
The data points for the 11.6 nm-thick QWs and 6.4 nm-thick QWs are for QW2 for the first
two samples.
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Figure 18. The diamagnetic coefficients of the four T-QWRs (solid circles) and nine
GaAs/Al0.3Ga0.7As QWs. The blank circles are for QWs grown on (110) substrates, while
blank squares are for QWs on (001) substrates. (Reproduced from reference [15].)

It should be first pointed out that in figure 18 the diamagnetic coefficientsβ of QWs
get smaller as the well thicknessb is reduced, and that the coefficientsβ of the four QWRs
are all substantially smaller than those of the corresponding QWs.

As regards the QWs, the reduction ofβ, or the effective area of the excitons, is caused
by the enhanced Coulomb interaction between the 2D electrons and holes, which is reflected
also in the enhancement of the exciton binding energy. Asb is reduced, and as the
confinement in the normal direction becomes stronger,β gets smaller, going from the bulk
value to the 2D quantum limit value: for the bulk,β3D = e2a2

B/4µ = 109 µeV T−2 and
d3D =

√
2aB = 16.9 nm; for the 2D quantum limit,β2D = (3/16)e2a2

B/4µ = 20 µeV T−2

andd2D = (
√

3/4)d3D = 7.3 nm. Here, two GaAs parameters, the effective Bohr radiusaB
of 12 nm and the reduced mass of 0.058m0, were used.

By comparing the values ofβ or d for T-QWRs with those for QWs with the same
value ofb, we can evaluate the effect of lateral confinement separately from the confinement
just along the normal direction, which enhances the 2D excitonic effect. For example, for
the 9.8 nm× 11.6 nm sample, the effective exciton diameterd is 10.7 nm for QWs, but
it is slightly reduced to 9.0 nm for QWRs because of its lateral confinement. For the
6.0 nm× 6.4 nm sample,d for QWs is reduced to 9.7 nm whereasd for QWRs is further
squeezed to 7.7 nm. For the 5.2 nm× 4.9 nm sample,d for QWs is 8.6 nm butd for
QWRs can become as small as 5.8 nm. These data clearly show that excitons are all
laterally squeezed by the T-shaped potential profile in these QWR samples with feature
sizes ranging from 5 nm to 12 nm.

The next point to be noted is that, in figure 18,β for QWRs in the 9.8 nm× 11.6 nm
sample is still larger than those of very thin QWs (b < 5 nm). For this QWR, the introduction
of the T-shaped potential is effective in confining the 2D exciton laterally, and reduces the
effective diameter from 10.7 nm to 9.0 nm. However, the same level of squeezing is seen in
5 nm-thick QWs where the enhanced 2D excitonic effect reduces the exciton diameter. This
again shows that the simple reduction ofβ or d is not always proof of lateral confinement.

The third point clarified by figure 18 is that the effective diameter of excitons in T-
QWRs of the 5.2 nm× 4.9 nm sample is below the 2D quantum limit. Note thatβ is as
small as 13µeV T−2 and d is squeezed to 5.8 nm. We must compare these values with
those of 2D excitons. In the limit of thin QWs (the 2D quantum limit),β2D is predicted
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to get as small as 20µeV T−2 andd shrinks to 7.3 nm. In reality, as the thickness of the
wave function in GaAs QWs remains finite, one expectsβ to become saturated at around
22µeV T−2 andd = 7.6 nm, which is indeed demonstrated for 3 nm-thick QWs. Therefore,
it is concluded that the exciton wave function in the smallest T-QWR is squeezed more
strongly than those of 2D excitons in GaAs QWs in the 2D quantum limit.

Figure 19. PL spectra measured at 4.2 K for two T-QWR samples with a QW1 thickness
a of 5.4 nm and QW2 thicknessesb of 6.0 nm (a) and 5.0 nm (b). The solid lines are for
zero magnetic field, while the fine lines are for the field of 12.5 T. Schematic diagrams of the
structures of the T-QWRs are shown in the insets, where QW1, QW2, and the QWR are defined.
The z-direction is defined as the first growth direction of [001], they-direction as the second
growth (overgrowth) direction of [110], and thex-direction as [1̄10], parallel to the QWRs.
(Reproduced from reference [18].)

6.2. 5 nm-scale GaAs/Al0.3Ga0.7As T-QWRs withB-fields parallel to three axes

In the next experiment, SSA studied [18] three 5 nm-scale GaAs/Al0.3Ga0.7As T-QWRs with
the same QW1 thicknessa = 5.4 nm and varied QW2 thicknessesb: 5.0 nm, 6.0 nm, and
7.6 nm. They define thez-direction as the first growth direction of [001], they-direction
as the second growth (overgrowth) direction of [110], and thex-direction as [1̄10], parallel
to the QWRs, as shown in the insets of figure 19.

The solid line in figure 19(a) is the PL spectrum measured at 0 T for the sample having
the QW2 thicknessb = 6.0 nm. The PL peaks of the T-QWRs are sharp, with linewidths
of about 8–10 meV.

For these samples, they applied magnetic fieldsB up to 12.5 T in thex-, y-, and
z-directions, and measured the respective PL spectra. The three fine lines in figure 19(a)
show the PL spectra withB = 12.5 T applied in the three directions, where all of the PL
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peaks are blue-shifted fromB = 0 T by different amounts.
They then measured the amount of shift1E as a function of the magnetic fieldB,

and found all of the peaks to show the quadratic dependence1E = βB2. The observed
B2-dependence shows that the magnetic field is to be considered as a weak perturbation for
the excitons in T-QWRs.

Within the framework of second-order perturbation theory,β consists of the diamagnetic
coefficient (reference [108]) and the Van Vleck paramagnetic coefficient. The diamagnetic
term is a positive term proportional to the effective size of the excitons perpendicular to the
magnetic fieldB. The Van Vleck paramagnetic term is a negative term deduced from the
second-order perturbation of the Zeeman term, proportional toB ·L, whereL is the angular
momentum of the excitons. In QWs, the Van Vleck paramagnetic term vanishes when the
magnetic field is applied in the growth direction, because the lowest excitons must have
rotational symmetry to haveL = 0. Therefore, the diamagnetic expression forβ is correct
as regards giving the effective size of the exciton wave functions in the plane normal to
the magnetic field. For QWRs without rotational symmetry, it holds only approximately.
Making the approximation (the diamagnetic approximation) is allowed when the lateral
confinement is weak in the directions perpendicular toB.

For other geometries of QWs and QWRs, the Van Vleck paramagnetic term is not
negligible. Thus, the sizes of1E or β do not quantify the effective size of the exciton
wave functions. On the other hand, it is safe to say that the value ofβ is reduced by the effect
of lateral confinement, since the enhanced Van Vleck paramagnetic term is negative and
the decreased diamagnetic term is positive. Therefore, the reduced1E or β qualitatively
represents the magnitude of the lateral confinement.

It interesting to observe, in figure 19, the smallness of the shift of each PL peak. In
figure 19(a), the shift of the PL peak for QW1 is large forB ‖ z and small forB ‖ x and
y, showing the expected feature that the wave function is spread in thexy-plane for QW1.
In contrast, the shift of the PL peak for QW2 is large forB ‖ y and small forB ‖ z andx,
showing that the wave function is spread in thezx-plane for QW2. The shift of the PL peak
for the QWR is largest forB ‖ y and smallest forB ‖ x, showing that the confinement is
tightest in they-direction and least tight in thex-direction for the QWR state in the sample
with a = 5.4 nm andb = 6.0 nm.

Figure 19(b) shows data for the sample witha = 5.4 nm andb = 5.0 nm. The shift
of the PL peak for the QWR is now largest forB ‖ z and smallest forB ‖ x, showing
that the confinement is tightest in thez-direction for the QWR state, or that the QWR wave
function tends to locate more in the QW1 region.

The least-squares-fitting analysis of the observedB2-dependence for all of the samples
has revealed a systematic change ofβ along the three axes for the varied QW2 thicknessb,
shown in figure 20. The figure demonstrates how the envelope wave function in T-QWRs
varies according to the variedb, with constanta [18], in addition to the already discussed
variation of the effective lateral confinement energyE∗1D−2D and the optical anisotropyI⊥/I‖
observed in figure 15.

7. Oscillator strength

The oscillator strength of 1D excitons in QWRs has been one of the main subjects of
investigation among the optical properties of semiconductor low-dimensional structures.
Such study is particularly motivated by the expected concentration of oscillator strength
into the lowest exciton state in QWRs as a result of the 1D electronic density of states
(DOS) concentrated at the low-energy edge and the efficient Coulomb interaction among
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Figure 20. The quadratic coefficientsβx , βy , and βz in the quadratic energy shifts for the
magnetic fieldsB ‖ x, y, andz for QWRs are plotted as a function of the thickness of QW2,
b; theβx are shown by the crosses, theβy by the open circles, and theβz by the solid squares.
(Reproduced from reference [18].)

the carriers that are tightly confined [98, 99].
For 2D excitons, Masumoto and co-workers (reference [110]) studied the oscillator

strength of the lowest HH excitons in GaAs/AlAs QWs as a function of QW thickness
by means of absorption measurements. The oscillator strength of the 2D excitons was
substantially enhanced with decreasing QW thickness, showing the enhanced excitonic
effect, while that of the 2D continuum of the lowest subband was constant.

The direct investigation of oscillator strength requires measurements of the absorption
and/or reflection intensity, which, however, are difficult to carry out for QWRs because
of the small volume of the QWR structures. To attack this problem within PL and PLE
spectroscopy with higher sensitivity, careful study comparing systematic series of QWR
samples is required, since we can only partly establish the relative intensities of the oscillator
strength from these measurements.

Such measurements were attempted on QWRs formed by the CEO method. In 1996,
Harris and co-workers [30] studied single strained QWRs formed by the CEO method by
means of PLE using low-temperature near-field scanning optical microscopy. A factor-of-
three oscillator strength enhancement for these QWRs compared to the QWs was concluded.

In the same year, SSA [21] studied the oscillator strength of the 1D exciton states using
a series of T-QWR samples in which the lateral confinement was systematically changed.
As shown below, it became enhanced and spatially concentrated with the increased lateral
confinement. The absorption area intensity was about 50% higher for the lowest 1D excitons
in GaAs/Al0.3Ga0.7As T-QWRs formed by 5.2 nm- and 4.8 nm-thick QWs with the period
of 36 nm than that in a reference 2D-like sample.

7.1. 5 nm-scale GaAs/Al0.3Ga0.7As T-QWRs

Figure 21 shows [21, 22] the polarization-dependent PL and PLE spectra of three
GaAs/Al0.3Ga0.7As T-QWR samples, where the structure of QW1 is constant, with the
well thicknessa = 5.2 nm, the barrier thicknessc = 31 nm, and the periodn = 200, while
the overgrown QW2 thicknessb differs (4.8 nm, 6.9 nm, and 10 nm). The measurement
was done via the (110) surface in the backward-scattering geometry for normal incidence.
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Figure 21. The PL (thin curves) and PLE (thick curves) spectra measured at 4 K for three
GaAs/Al0.3Ga0.7As T-QWR samples. While the well thickness of QW1,a = 5.2 nm, is constant,
the well thickness of QW2,b, differs: b = 4.8 nm (A); b = 6.9 nm (B); b = 10 nm (C). The
polarization of the light for detection in PL and excitation in PLE was parallel (solid curves) or
perpendicular (broken curves) to the T-QWRs. The PLE intensities in (A)–(C) are normalized
using identical large features due to the absorption at QW1 observed in all of the PLE spectra
above 1.62 eV (not shown), and thus can be compared with each other. (Reproduced from
references [21, 22].)

Thin curves show the PL spectra of the T-QWRs, and thick curves show their excitation
spectra. Solid (broken) curves denote the polarization parallel (perpendicular) to the T-
QWRs and the QW1 layers. The PLE intensities in figure 21(a)–21(c) are normalized using
identical large features due to the absorption at QW1 observed in all of the PLE spectra
above 1.62 eV (not shown) [21], and thus can be compared with each other.

Figure 21(A) shows the PL and PLE spectra of the T-QWRs withb = 4.8 nm, where
the stable 1D exciton states are realized. The sharp PL linewidth of 8.5 meV, and the
small Stokes shift of 4 meV indicate the good uniformity of the sample and the free-
excitonic nature of the signals. Strong polarization dependence was observed, where the
optical transition was more active for parallel polarization than for perpendicular polar-
ization [19].

Figures 21(B) and 21(C) show the PL and PLE spectra of the T-QWRs withb = 6.9 nm
and 10 nm, respectively, where the exciton states take on more 2D character close to QW2.
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In fact, the polarization dependence of the PL becomes smaller and closer to that of QW2,
as expected [20].

The PLE spectra in figure 21(B) show the HH and LH exciton peaks of the T-QWR at
1.578 eV and 1.613 eV, respectively. The peak at 1.592 eV shows a similar polarization
dependence to that of the HH exciton in the T-QWR, and is ascribed to the HH exciton
extending over the whole QW2 region.

Note that the PLE intensity of HH excitons in T-QWRs is comparable with that of
QW2, where their area intensity ratio is about 1:2. This ratio is to be compared with the
following geometrical factors. The period of the QWRs is given bya + c = 36 nm, in
which the wave functions of 1D excitons in T-QWRs are bounded by the T-junction parts
at a certain reduced lateral size. On the other hand, the 2D excitons denoted as QW2 are
not bounded, but are extended over the period of 36 nm. Since the lateral size of a 1D
exciton is less than 18 nm, the PLE area intensity ratio of 1/2 is larger than the geometrical
size ratio for the 1D and 2D excitons.

Also note that the period of 36 nm is much smaller than the carrier diffusion length
in QWs (∼µm), so all of the carriers generated at QW2 are quickly captured into T-
QWRs. In such a case, the PLE intensity is proportional to the absorption intensity, and
their energy-integrated area intensities are proportional to the oscillator strength. Therefore,
the enhanced and reduced PLE area intensities of T-QWRs and QW2 compared with the
geometrical factors suggest that the oscillator strength of excitons in QW2 is transferred to
those in T-QWRs.

The PLE spectra in figure 21(C) are very similar to those of QW2, composed of the HH
exciton peak at 1.556 eV, the LH exciton peak at 1.574 eV which shows opposite polarization
dependence to the HH exciton peak, and the flat region at 1.58–1.61 eV corresponding to
the 2D-like DOS. The small features between the HH and LH exciton peaks are probably
caused by the weak lateral modulation in the sample.

Figure 22. The enhancement of the absorption area intensity of HH excitons in T-QWRs with
reduced QW2 thicknessb, observed in samples withb = 4.8 nm (A), b = 6.9 nm (B), and
b = 10 nm (C) (QW1 thickness:a = 5.2 nm; QWR period:a + c = 36 nm). Since lateral
confinement is stronger for smallerb, the lateral size of the exciton wave function, and hence the
cross-sectional area for the incident light, are smaller for smallerb. Thus, the local oscillator
strength obtained by normalizing each datum with respect to the lateral size is significantly
enhanced for smallerb. (Reproduced from reference [21].)

As regards the continuum state showing the 2D DOS of QW2, the absorption probability
is known to be 1.3% (reference [110]). As already mentioned, all of the carriers absorbed by
T-QWR and QW2 states are supposed to flow into the lowest exciton state in T-QWRs with
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the same efficiency, and the PLE intensities of the T-QWR and QW2 are proportional to
the absorption probability. Therefore, the absorption probability of 1.3% for the continuum
state of QW2 is a useful standard in evaluating the absorption probability at T-QWRs, which
we discuss below.

The central issue is the comparison of the PLE peak intensities among the figures 21(A)–
21(C), especially for HH excitons in T-QWRs. Since the continuum state of QW2
in figure 21(C) shows the standard absorption probability of 1.3%, the peak absorption
probabilities of HH excitons in T-QWRs in the three figures are then evaluated to be 2.7%,
2.9%, and 3.0%. Multiplying by the linewidth, we obtain the absorption area intensities of
the three samples, which are 23% meV, 18% meV, and 15% meV, respectively, and are
plotted in figure 22.

This shows that the oscillator strength is largest for T-QWRs withb = 4.8 nm, which
is the case with the strongest lateral confinement among the three samples. Note that
the lateral size of the exciton wave function is smallest in this sample, or, equivalently,
that the cross-sectional area for the incident light is smallest, which should contribute to
reducingthe PLE intensity. That is to say, if we normalize the relative oscillator strength
obtained with respect to the cross-sectional area for the incident light, we obtain significant
enhancement of the local oscillator strength in T-QWRs withb = 4.8 nm. SSA concluded
that the oscillator strength is not only enhanced, but also highly concentrated spatially in
the T-junction part, when the lateral confinement is strong.

8. Lifetime

The purposes of the lifetime measurement of 1D excitons in QWRs were firstly to
characterize the crystal quality in the QWRs as the non-radiative lifetime, and second to
investigate the optical transition probability of 1D excitons as their radiative lifetime.

Many time-resolved PL measurements have been made on the exciton lifetime in
QWRs formed by post-growth etching [74, 75]. A strong reduction of PL lifetime and
a corresponding quenching of the PL intensity were found with decreased wire width due
to side-wall non-radiative recombination. On the other hand, the PL lifetime of directly
grown QWRs such as V-groove QWRs was found to be rather long due to the reduced
non-radiative recombination. In 1992, Christenet al [38, 39] reported a CL decay time
of 310 ps at 5 K for V-groove QWRs, and Milleret al [63] reported a PL decay time
of 379 ps at 1.4 K for serpentine-SL QWRs, which were rather long compared with the
values for reference QWs. These results evoked interest in the radiative decay process of
1D excitons.

To investigate the physics of the radiative decay process of 1D excitons, SSA and co-
workers [55, 56] experimentally studied the temperature dependence of the PL radiative
lifetime τ(T ) in ridge QWRs grown on patterned substrates by MBE in 1994. It has been
found thatτ(T ) for 1D excitons in the QWRs grows much more slowly, as 92

√
T ps K−1/2,

than that of 2D excitons in the reference QWs, given as 24T ps K−1, resulting in a shorter 1D
lifetime for T > 20 K. This unique temperature dependence was ascribed to the ineffective
thermalization due to the 1D DOS in QWRs. A similar experiment was reported by Gershoni
and co-workers [29] on the strained QWRs formed by the CEO method.

Kono and co-workers [48] studied the low-temperature lifetime of excitons in V-
groove QWRs with various sizes [47]. They ascribed the observed increase in lifetime for
reduced QWR size to the effect of the coherence length and the wave-function penetration
into the barriers.

We describe in the following the experiments with the ridge QWRs and the analysis
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based on theories of the radiative decay of 1D and 2D excitons, which suggest the importance
of experiments at various temperatures.

8.1. Ridge QWRs

The temperature-dependent PL of excitons was measured for ridge QWRs and reference
QWs, which are formed on top of ridge structures with two adjacent (111)B facets grown
over a line-patterned GaAs(001) substrate by MBE [53, 54].

The patterned GaAs(001) substrate was prepared by photolithography and reactive-ion
etching, and had line patterns of reverse-mesa structures along the [110] direction (1.6µm
width, 2µm height, 4.0µm period). Because of the crystallographic selectivity of epitaxy,
the growth of a GaAs buffer on this substrate led to sharp ridge structures with two adjacent
(111)B facets on top of the reverse mesas. On its top, Koshiba and co-workers deposited
AlAs (barrier), GaAs (wire), Al0.3Ga0.7As (barrier), and GaAs (cap) layers. TEM and
SEM micrographs have shown that the ridge QWRs have crescent shapes of about 9 nm
thickness and 18 nm width. In different regions on one wafer of the present QWR sample,
non-uniformity of the initial mesa width had caused incomplete ridge structures with the
(001) surface remaining at the top, on which QWs with 10 nm thickness and 120 nm width
were formed. Koshiba and co-workers used these QWs (top-QWs) as the reference here.

They measured the time-resolved PL intensities excited by the second harmonics of
yttrium lithium fluoride (YLF) laser pulses (526 nm, 5× 109 photons cm−2) with the time-
correlated photon-counting method [55, 56].

To evaluate the lifetime of 1D and 2D excitons from these data, a least-squares fitting
with an exponential decay was performed over a range of initial one-order-of-magnitude
decay of the PL. Especially at lower temperatures, slow decay components most probably
due to the localized exciton contribution are observed, as is generally the case with PL
decay of ordinary QWs. However, one expects the initial one-order-of-magnitude decay to
be dominated by the lifetime of free excitons except in the lowest-temperature region. The
free-excitonic nature of the PL has also been confirmed by the small Stokes shifts in the
PL and PLE measurements.

Figure 23. The temperature dependence of the PL decay time for ridge QWRs and top-QWs
formed simultaneously by facet growth on a patterned substrate by MBE, excited by the second
harmonics of YLF laser pulses. (Reproduced from reference [55].)

The values of the lifetime thus obtained are plotted against temperature in figure 23. We
see that the lifetime of 2D excitons in top-QWs increases almost linearly with temperature,
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which is usually observed for typical QWs, and is attributed to the behaviour inherent to
the radiative lifetime of 2D excitons (references [111, 112]). This justifies the interpretation
of the data for the present samples on the basis of the radiative lifetime of the excitons. If
we compare the temperature dependence of the exciton lifetime in the QWRs with that of
the top-QWs, the increase in the QWR lifetime is much weaker than that of the top-QWs.

This small temperature dependence of the 1D exciton lifetimeτ(T ) in QWRs is ascribed
to the 1D DOS and the thermalization within it. Comparison with the following theories
has revealed thatτ(T ) can be expressed as 92

√
T ps K−1/2 for QWRs and as 24T ps K−1

for QWs.

8.2. Theoretical analysis

The 2D and 1D excitons in QWs and QWRs have direction(s) with translational symmetry
in which they have a degree of freedom of translational motion, and other direction(s)
without translational symmetry. The translational motion of excitons is specified by the
centre-of-mass wave vectorK. At finite temperatures, excitons are quasi-thermalized on
the energy–dispersion curveE = h̄2K2/2M (M is the exciton mass).

Figure 24. A schematic explanation of the thermalization of 2D and 1D excitons and
their temperature-dependent radiative lifetimeτ(T ). The functionf (E) denotes the energy
distribution function, assumed to be∝ exp(−E/kBT ) (a Maxwell–Boltzmann distribution),
D(E) denotes the DOS of the excitons,∝E−1/2 (=constant) for 1D (2D),1 the maximum
kinetic energy of excitons which can decay radiatively, andτ0 the intrinsic radiative lifetime of
the exciton atK ∼ 0. The factor

∫ 1
0 D(E)f (E) dE/

∫∞
0 D(E)f (E) dE shows the probability

that the excitons are in the optically active region (0< E < 1), and is indicated schematically
as a hatched area. The integral is estimated by assumingkBT � 1. (Reproduced from
reference [56].)

In the optical transitions between the excitons and photons, the excitons with small
wave vectorK < K0 are active, but those with large wave vectorK > K0 are inactive,
whereK0 is the wave vector of light in the crystal with the same energy as the excitons.
This is because of the rule ofK-conservation in the direction of translational motion.

Thus, in the optical measurements like those of the absorption or PL, we detect signals
only from the excitons with small wave vectorK < K0. Their lifetime is short because of
their spatial coherence, and is characterized by the intrinsic radiative lifetimeτ0 of theK = 0
excitons. However, the excitons are in quasi-thermal equilibrium at finite temperatures, so
the existence of the large-K excitons plays an important role in the understanding of their
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dynamical properties. The lifetime observed is the average over those exciton states which
are quasi-thermally distributed.

The averaged radiative lifetimeτ(T ) is given by [55, 56, 113]

τ(T ) '
{
τ0

√
πkBT /41 (1D)

τ0(kBT /1) (2D)
(1)

for T � 1/kB ∼ 1 K (1 = h̄2K2
0/2M), whereτ0 is the intrinsic radiative lifetime of

the exciton atK ∼ 0, and the residual factor expresses the effect of thermalization to
the optically inactive large-K states. The meaning of this factor is schematically shown
in figure 24. Therefore, the radiative lifetimeτ(T ) is proportional to

√
T for 1D, and

proportional toT for 2D.
Following Hanamura’s theory (reference [114]), we obtain the following expressions

for τ0 for the 1D and 2D excitons atK = 0 with polarization parallel to the wires and
wells, respectively:

τ−1
0 =

{
6π3(λ/a)γs (1D)

6π(λ/a)2γs (2D)
(2)

whereλ is the wavelength of light,a is a phenomenological parameter in the 1D or 2D
wave function assumed as∝ exp(−r/a), and γs is the contribution per unit cell to the
band-to-band radiative decay rate.

In more probable cases (reference [111]), when the homogeneous broadening1∗ of the
excitons is so large that the uncertainty of the wave vector is comparable toK0, it limits
the spatial coherence of the excitons to the coherence lengthL∗ (1∗ ∼ h2/2ML∗2). Then,
theK ∼ 0 exciton lifetimeτ0 is replaced by a longer lifetimeτ ∗0 limited by L∗, and the
maximum wave vectorK0 of the optically active (radiative) excitons is replaced by 2π/L∗.

Thus, the radiative lifetimeτ(T ) (T � 1∗/kB) is now given by

τ(T ) '
{
τ ∗0
√
πkBT /41∗ (1D)

τ ∗0 (kBT /1
∗) (2D)

(3)

where

τ ∗−1
0 =

{
6π3(L∗/a)γs (1D)

6π(L∗/a)2γs (2D).

We note here, however, that the final expression forτ(T ) is unchanged from equations (1)
and (3) as long asT � 1∗/kB holds. Althoughτ0 is replaced byτ ∗0 and1 by 1∗ in the
presence of large homogeneous broadening, theL∗-dependence disappears in equation (3),
since1∗ ∼ h2/2ML∗2.

This fact justifies the determination of the intrinsic radiative lifetimeτ0 from the
observed lifetimeτ(T ) using the original1 and equation (1). We can now compare the
expressions of equation (1) with the data in figure 23. The observed lifetime below 60 K,
where radiative decay is dominant, is indeed fitted by 92

√
T ps K−1/2 for the QWRs and

24T ps K−1 for the top-QWs, as shown by the curves in figure 23. By comparing these
results with equation (1), we find that the intrinsic radiative lifetimeτ0 of theK ∼ 0 exciton
is 110 ps in the QWRs and 26 ps in the top-QWs;τ0 is longer in 1D than in 2D.

Equation (2) clearly explains why the observedτ0 is longer in 1D than in 2D:τ−1
0 for

1D is enhanced by a factor ofλ/a, whereasτ−1
0 for 2D is enhanced by(λ/a)2. Although itis
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thought that the parametera for 1D excitons can become small, this effect is not sufficient
to overcome the difference of the 1D and 2D enhancement factors.

9. Laser action

The desire to realize QWR lasers with low thresholds, reduced temperature sensitivities,
and increased modulation bandwidths has been one of the most important motivations of
QWR study (reference [115]). The study of QWR lasers carried out before 1991 has been
reviewed in the paper by Kapon [36, 37].

In 1989, Kapon and co-workers [33] reported the first observation of lasing, or stimulated
emission, in a V-groove QWR laser diode structure. The QWR lasers are grown on a
V-grooved substrate, as otherwise conventional GaAs/AlxGa1−xAs separate-confinement
single-QW laser structures formed in p–n junctions. Due to the sharp bending of the optical
waveguide layer, a 1D optical waveguide for light is formed on each V groove, which
surrounds the QWRs for electrons and holes. This 1D optical waveguide is important
for enhancing the optical confinement factor in the extremely narrow wires. The lasing
measurement was made at room temperature and by current injection. Since the QWRs are
of rather large size (80–100 nm× 10 nm), the subband separation was about 10 meV, and
many subbands were occupied in the first report. However, the stimulated emission was
observed not from the QWR ground states but only from the higher-order QWR subbands
with higher gain.

Then, Kapon and co-workers improved the structures [34, 37] by making smaller QWRs,
multiple stacks of QWRs, denser arrays of QWRs, and by optimizing the optical waveguides.
As a result, a low threshold current of 0.6 mA was achieved at room temperature [35]. Still,
however, the stimulated emission was observed only from the higher-order QWR subbands
with higher gain.

In 1993, Wegscheider and co-workers [9, 11] demonstrated stimulated emission from the
ground-state excitons for the first time in 7 nm-scale GaAs/Al0.35Ga0.65As T-QWRs. The
22 periods of T-QWRs were formed in combination with a T-shaped 1D optical waveguide
to realize 1D separate confinement. They cleaved the wafer into a laser bar bounded by
two mirrors of uncoated cleaved surfaces with the optical cavity length of 600µm. At low
temperature and by optical pumping, they studied the emission properties of this structure.
When the excitation level was low, spontaneous emission from excitons in QWRs was
observed, which showed closely (∼0.2 meV) spaced Fabry–Pérot oscillations corresponding
to different longitudinal modes within the cavity. When it was increased up to 10 mW, or
600 kW cm−2, the excitonic PL was changed into multimode stimulated emission. When
it was increased up to 50 mW, or 3 kW cm−2, the stimulated emission converged into
single-mode emission, with the central emission energy unchanged.

It was thus concluded that the observed QWR response was due to exciton
recombination, because the emission energy was nearly independent of the pumping level
over three orders of magnitude from low-power PL to a single-mode lasing. The absence
of band-gap renormalization demonstrated the stability of the 1D excitons in QWRs.
Wegscheider and co-workers pointed out that the observedE∗1D−2D = 17 meV also suggested
an enhancement of the 1D exciton binding energy by more than 50%.

In 1994, Wegscheider and co-workers succeeded in achieving QWR laser operation with
current injection [10], which was also studied under strong magnetic fields up to 12 T [12].

It should also be mentioned that not only these cleaved-edge-cavity structures, but
also vertical-cavity surface-emitting laser structures have been studied in combination with
QWRs [49, 70].
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10. Other properties

In spite of the recent increase in interest in ever more advanced properties of 1D excitons
in QWRs such as many-body effects, and processes of relaxation via phonon scattering or
carrier–carrier scattering, these problems are still not resolved.

The first subject to discuss in this section is band-gap renormalization (BGR), or many-
body effects expected for excitons in QWRs at high excitation density. In 2D and 3D
systems at high carrier density, the screening of the Coulomb interaction by many carriers
makes excitons quench and decompose into free-electron–hole plasma, which shows BGR,
or reduced band gaps.

For QWRs, several papers have been rather controversial. We quote the summing up of
the situation from one of the recent papers [43]. ‘Experimental reports range from evidence
for a very large band-gap energy shift [87, 90], to no shift at all [9, 40, 41], with some
authors observing shifts only due to the carriers in other subbands [91]’.

As far as QWRs in the strong-confinement regime are concerned, however, experiment
appears to show no BGR but stable excitons even at high excitation densities of more
than 106 cm−1. The PL and CL measurements for small T-QWRs and V-groove QWRs
for various excitation densities have typically shown some broadening but almost no shifts
from the excitonic peak observed at the lowest excitation density [9, 40, 41, 43].

The next subject is Fermi-edge singularity (FES), or many-body effects expected for
excitons in doped QWRs with excess electrons. It is known for doped 2D and 3D systems
that optical transitions occur basically between free electrons and holes, in which the
Coulomb correlation effect appears as the FES, or an enhanced transition at the Fermi
edge, instead of an excitonic transition below the energy gap. There have been a few
experimental reports of FESs in QWRs [68, 92–94], though only in weakly confined or
large QWRs.

Calleja and co-workers [93, 94] studied 100 nm-wide and 200 nm-period GaAs QWRs
processed from a modulation-doped single QW with 25 nm thickness by electron-beam
lithography and low-energy-ion bombardment which deplete the QWs in lines. Since the
1D energy modulation is formed by the electrostatic potential, the electrons and holes are
confined in spatially separated wires (type II QWRs). They reported strong differences in
the PL and PLE spectra between the QWRs and the reference QW—that is, the increased
strength of the FES in QWRs over that for QWs. They found a strong temperature
dependence and an effect of interference between the FES and the excitonic resonance
of unoccupied 1D subbands.

Fritze and co-workers [92] studied 50 nm-wide and 200 nm-period InxGa1−xAs and
GaAs QWRs (type II QWRs) processed from n-type asymmetrically doped single QWs of
15 nm thickness by holographic lithography and selective wet etching. They reported the
strong FES in InxGa1−xAs QWRs as a spatially direct transition. It was strongly temperature
dependent, showing broadening, and diminishing in intensity by the time the temperature
reached 30 K.

Mélin and Laruelle [68] studied the FES in n-doped lateral SL QWRs formed on vicinal
substrates. Although the confinement was weak for electrons, the electrons and holes were
confined in identical wires (type I QWRs). By varying the tilting angle in the lateral
SL, they tuned the potential modulation to change the electron–hole overlap and the hole
dimensionality between 1D and 2D [66, 67]. The coupling effect of different QW subbands
on the FES, and the enhancement of the FES for the strong electron–hole overlap were
observed, in agreement with theories.

The third subject to be mentioned here is the reduction or modification of the relaxation
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processes of 1D excitons in QWRs. This has been one of the most important motivations
of QWR study aimed at realizing reduced relaxation, with a view to achieving high electron
mobility and small optical transition linewidths. Such reduction of the relaxation by
phonon scattering or carrier–carrier scattering was predicted theoretically to occur in low-
dimensional structures as a result of energy and momentum conservation (reference [116]).
A similar effect has been intensively investigated for quantum dots as the phonon-bottleneck
effect (reference [117]).

There have been several experiments claiming the observation of such an effect
[51, 81, 84, 88]. On the other hand, the absence of such expected effects within experiments
on so-far-studied QWR samples has also been discussed in unpublished or published forms
[39]. In particular, for QWRs with strong-confinement regimes, strong evidence of such an
effect has not yet been reported to the best of the author’s knowledge.

The critical problem in practice is that small QWRs with tight confinement tend to have
large broadening in the PL—that is, increased roughness scattering and/or inhomogeneity.
We should note the general requirement that QWRs must be uniform and have a small
degree of broadening so as not to disturb the phenomena of interest. Further improvement
in sample quality is crucial to the investigation of subtle or advanced physics.

The final subject in this section is the importance of local optical spectroscopy, such
as micro-PL [24], CL with scanning electron-beam excitation [38], and near-field scanning
optical microscopy [11, 30], in QWR study.

These methods were introduced firstly to assign PL and CL signals to the constituent
QWRs and other structures. In addition, instead of studying the averaged properties of
many QWRs, we should investigate the various regions of individual QWRs. The photo-
excited carrier flow and diffusion also merits study. As discussed above, advanced study of
QWR physics is currently limited by the quality of the QWR samples. Thus, the detailed
characterization of spatially dependent sample quality is very important, not only to the
study of the samples themselves but also for improving the fabrication technique.

It should be commented that such local spectroscopy across the QWR directions has
been successful in ascribing signals to QWRs, whereas that along the QWR direction has
very often proven the localized or inhomogeneous nature of QWRs like ‘quantum sausages’.

Therefore, it is useful to measure PL spectra for the QWR region by scanning the
excitation position along the wire direction and demonstrating the uniformity of the
electronic states of the QWRs. Figure 25 shows such PL spectra measured by Yoshita
and SSA at 5 K for the 3.5 nm-scale In0.17Ga0.83As T-QWR sample shown in figure 11.
Although figure 11 shows PL spectra for only one point, figure 25 shows measurements
for the QWR region along the wire direction in steps of 1µm to a total 50µm length.
These spectra demonstrate that the PL signal of each peak is nearly constant along the wire
direction and that the peak position does not move. This feature was reproduced over the
whole sample range of about 2 mm. The uniformity of the PL spectra of the QWR along the
wire direction confirms that high-quality and uniform In0.17Ga0.83As T-QWRs were formed.

Yoshita and SSA also presented a spectrally integrated PL intensity image measured at
5 K from the top (110) surface of the same 3.5 nm-scale In0.17Ga0.83As T-QWR sample
[24]. The spatial resolution was 1µm for the PL wavelength ofλ = 780 nm through
the 1.5 mm glass window of the cryostat. The excitation was produced uniformly by a
He–Ne laser. Bright PL was observed very uniformly along the wires. Such uniform
images were obtained over the whole region of the sample. This result means that uniform
In0.17Ga0.83As QWRs and QWs were formed by a successful CEO process. It is useful
to perform these measurements on various, sometimes unsuccessfully fabricated, samples,
because they sensitively show the consequences of slight deviation from the optimized
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Figure 25. PL spectra of a 3.5 nm-scale T-QWR sample
of In0.17Ga0.83As/Al0.3Ga0.7As at 5 K with point photo-
excitation of the QWR region. The probed position
was scanned along the wire direction in steps of 1µm.
The PL spectra were obtained for a total length of
50 µm along the wire direction. (Reproduced from
reference [24].)

growth and/or processing conditions for fabricating QWRs. Using focused-spot excitation
instead of uniform excitation reveals carrier flow and diffusion processes in QWR structures.

11. Summary and notes

The elementary properties of 1D excitons in GaAs QWRs, which demonstrate some novel
physics inherent to 1D systems, have been reviewed. On the other hand, the studies of
these properties are still strongly limited by the quality of the QWR samples, and thus
these are mostly performed at low temperatures and as very sophisticated experiments. The
direct observation of 1D DOSs, room temperature QWR ground-state lasers, and many
other fundamental experiments have not yet been accomplished. We finally emphasize
the well-recognized importance of continuous efforts to improve the fabrication and the
characterization of QWRs to make progress in 1D physics.
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